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Executive Summary  

The described state of the art gives an overview of technologies and aspects that enable service oriented 

architectures, with the main focus on networked embedded systems. To establish an entire service oriented 

ecosystem, a broader range of technologies is necessary. Chapter 1 summarises the relevant technologies and 

the engineering approaches and points out the relevance to SOCRADES. The detailed descriptions of the 

technologies are recorded in the annex of D1.1. Each subchapter of the annex shows the characteristics of an 

individual technology and shows relations to research topics of SOCRADES.   

The deliverable proceeds with a description of service oriented architectures (chapter 2) to provide a 

common understanding of the subject to the audience as well as to the entire project team. In all other work 

packages, this notion of service oriented architecture is the basis for the research and technical work.  

After a short historical overview (chapter 3) about smart sensor networks, chapter 4 provides more detailed 

engineering views of both the control level and the business level. Wireless network engineering is a key 

technology that introduces specific system requirements and is therefore also included in this chapter. There 

are strong activities on the market related to overall system engineering, represented by only a few tool 

frameworks from global players. These tools try to support a broad range of engineering tasks in a seamless 

way.  

At the end of chapter 2 links with some main aspects to similar activities and projects are integrated. They 

show the position of SOCRADES to the current research and developments in SOA and embedded systems.  

Deliverable D1.1 is a collection of contributions from the experts involved in the project. It shows therefore 

also a snapshot of the state of the art at the beginning of the project. Mutual understanding has increased 

writing this deliverable, which provides a starting point for the detailed work in the other work packages.  

The other work packages will partly precise and extend the technical content of the specific topics, so that 

the complete knowledge of the technologies can only be acquired reading D1.1 and the other deliverables.     
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1. SOCRADES relevant technology and engineering ove rview  

1.1. Abstract 

The relevant topics of the state of the art are selected according to the intended general system architecture 

and structured in a technology, engineering and functional view. Figure 1 shows at the left side an assembly 

line production example, examples of embedded (automation) devices and the multi-dimensional aspects of 

a production system, plant and machine. The functionality is hierarchically structured in levels of factory 

control, Manufacturing Executing Systems (MES) and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP).  

The basic technology of the project is the service oriented architecture (SOA) shown in Figure 1 at the right 

side used both within and across the various levels. Therefore, the deliverable starts with the common 

understanding of this technology which is valid for all other work packages. Definition, main features and 

functional aspects as well as relevant standards are the kernel of the SOA chapter. Specific aspects of SOA 

resulting from their use inside embedded devices are described as part of the technology overview.   
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Figure 1: State of the art topic overview 

Even though the technologies are described independently of their particular use in the system hierarchy, 

they mainly implement particular use cases dedicated to a certain task in the hierarchy. Therefore Figure 1 

allocates the technology to the levels factory control, MES and ERP. One can see that middleware are placed 

three times. This is a result of the investigations during the work package but the state of the art shows 
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middleware solutions at all three levels. IP based control, wireless and networked control are manly relevant 

for the factory level. Agent control is today used at the MES level.  

Historically, engineering has grown in each separate level and even for specific tasks independently. Control 

application engineering is described in it steps from a simple central control design to a design suitable in a 

distributed system. Communication as well as business engineering are specific topics and therefore 

described in separate chapters. Over the last few years the trend to seamless engineering based on 

engineering tool frameworks has gained traction; this is covered in the overall engineering chapter.  

The functional aspect is closely related to the semantics of the information transmitted in the system. This 

aspect is the main topic of device profiles, addressed in a separate chapter.  

1.2. Summary of the main technology and engineering  aspects relevant to SOCRADES 

1.2.1. SOA 

SOA is the basic technology intended to be applied across the board. It is comprehensively described 

covering 

• Web services 

• Relevant standards 

• Framework (based on OASIS) 

• Orchestration and choreography 

The technology originated in the office and mainframe areas and was therefore led by major players like 

IBM, Microsoft, BEA Sun Microsystems, SAP, and Oracle. It is still in a growing phase and has a fast 

innovation pace and related version progress, which has to be taken into account by the project.  

1.2.2. Middleware technologies 

There exists a larger spectrum of well used and suitable middleware technologies which are client/server, 

black board, object-oriented, event-driven, service-oriented, etc. Each technology has specific characteristics 

that match a certain range of applications and are of disadvantage for other ones. The investigation 

summarizes the basic principles and tries to describe weaknesses and strengthens of the individual 

technologies. Whilst service-oriented technology is the foundation of this project, it uses principles from 

other approaches such as client/server or publisher/subscriber.   

1.2.3. Agent technology 

In the past, multi-agent systems have found application in industrial automation settings, without reaching 

widespread adoption, however. At present, their usage is mostly limited to the planning of production 

processes. Nevertheless, the agent technology introduces functionalities that support efficiently the 

distributed manufacturing system needs, such as modularity, decentralisation, dynamic and complex 

structures characteristics.  

The concepts of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) typically provide dynamic discovery and invocation 

of processes in a loosely coupled manner, facilitating the reorganisation of distributed systems. Therefore, a 

strong conceptual and complementary synergy between the SOA and the agent-based approaches is seen.  

Applying SOA to agent-based control systems, it is expected to contribute to the creation of an open, flexible 

and agile environment, by extending the scope of the collaborative architecture approach through the 

application of a unique communications infrastructure. Moreover, one of the reasons why agent-based 

systems have failed or became more or less technological islands in the past is that they were implemented 

with communication technologies that obstructed reconfiguration, counteracting the desired autonomy 

principle. It is envisioned in SOCRADES project the creation of collaborative agent-based control systems 
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which shall be based on a new breed of intelligent controllers and real-time middleware technologies, i.e., 

agents embedded in a wide spectrum of intelligent equipment and applied in different application scenarios.  

1.2.4. IP based control 

Automation and office networks come more closely together. The openness of IP based communication is 

exemplary. IP based communication has even more strengthens for example simplexes. These are reasons IP 

based networks are in the focus of industrial communication. This results in hierarchical and heterogeneous 

networks composed of industrial as well as public and private networks. Therefore the EU has launched an 

Integrated Project dealing with the resulting virtual automation networks, the so called VAN project in 2006. 

SOCRADES uses results out of this project because several partners of SOCRADES are working in both 

projects.  

1.2.5. Device oriented SOA 

The service oriented architecture driven by the main IT companies need specialization for automation 

related architectures. Several approaches are known such as Universal Plug and Play (UPnP), Devices Profile 

for Web Services (DPWS), OPC/OPC UA (covered in the Appendix). These technologies are today mostly 

related to specific application fields. SOCRADES has investigated them in details and intends to integrate 

them in the SOA by adding a general service interface based on DPWS.    

1.2.6. Wireless 

Wireless technologies are already used in industrial environments. Currently the focus is on monitoring and 

human machine interface applications. However, leveraging the full potential of wireless technologies 

requires progress in mainly four areas: 

• Energy efficiency  

• Self-* technologies (e.g. self-diagnosis, self-organization) to allow for plug&play, scalability and 

flexibility. 

• Further development of wireless communication technologies in order to become reliable enough for 

application in closed-loop control.  

• As wireless networks are basically open systems, interoperability of the different wireless technologies 

deployed in the same area is becoming an increasingly important issue. 

The investigations of the state of the art have registered among others 15 significant technology approaches. 

A one-fits-all solution is becoming very unlikely. How ever SOCRADES focus most on integration of DPWS 

into sensors and actuators which are systems with limited resources. This means that efficient algorithms 

and protocols have to be developed.  

1.2.7. Distributed networked control 

Most investigations related to industrial communication focus on a data transport centric protocol 

specification and communication behaviour. Centralized PLC architectures with over-sampling or proxy 

technology are the frequently used applications. SOCRADES aims to a sensor/actuator network with 

decentralized control architectures. The impact of the communication channel to the distributed automatic 

control algorithms become an important topic.  

The relatively new research and application field, called Network Controlled Systems, is dealing with  

• communication channels models, 

• signal quantification during the emission/reception of data packets, 

• compression/decompression of the information forwarded by the network, 

• queue length management on the router site in order to guarantee the stability or performances of the 

system considered when the network is congested, 

• stabilization of the systems in the presence of delay, 
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• bandwidth limitation (dependent on the occupancy level of the network) and resources allocation. 

 

The short overview in the appendix points out the need for a multi-field approach integrating  

• the control theory of dynamic systems in the presence of delays or data losses,  

• the information theory when the data is encoded or compressed and  

• the need for taking into account models or estimations of the network behaviour in the control 

architecture. 

1.2.8. Device profiles 

SOCRADES takes general use of the service oriented model. This is the technological basis of the intended 

system architecture. Middleware, IP based and wireless communication are data transport means. Network 

control, agent control and host system access need additionally the syntax and semantic information of the 

variables, parameters and behaviour of the sensors and actuators. The investigations of the source of these 

information leads to the device profiles.  

The current industrial basis of field device connected to industrial communication networks are based on 

profiles. An international standardisation project launched by IEC and ISO in the JWG Device Profile 

Guideline (IEC 62390) has brought the main profile activities both from different fieldbusses (PROFIBUS, 

DeviceNet, CANopen, Fieldbus Foundation, Interbus) and different device types (Low Voltage Switch 

Gears, Drives, process control measurement and actuation devices and I/O devices) together. The resulting 

device model is described in the appendix. This device model is not service oriented.  

A potential further approach should evaluate the relation between this device model and the service 

oriented component model. If there is a general mapping the already existing information in the devices 

together with the syntax and semantic definitions fixed in the profiles are accessible from the applications at 

the host level (MES, ERP). The device descriptions such as EDD and FDT, as well as ISO 15745 standardised 

once expands the scope of available device information syntax and semantic.   

2. Service oriented architecture – state of the art   

2.1. Abstract 

This section provides an overview of the state of the art for service-oriented architectures, first in the IT 

domain, where most innovations are initiated, and then in the device domain. It also includes the state of the 

art for service orchestration and choreography technologies, which are often used in conjunction with 

service-oriented architectures.  

2.2. Overview of Service Oriented Architectures 

There are many definitions of the concept of a service-oriented architecture. For the purpose of this 

document, we use the following basic definition: 

A service-oriented architecture (SOA) is a set of architectural tenets for building autonomous yet 

interoperable systems. 

Other definitions of SOA exist, for instance in the Reference Model for SOA [SOA-RM] specified by OASIS: 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities 

that may be under the control of different ownership domains. 

However, this definition and other existing ones are not contradictory with the one proposed above, but 

rather provides a slightly different perspective on the SOA concepts.  

The proposed definition includes two keywords: autonomous and interoperable.  
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The principal characteristics setting apart autonomous systems are that: 

• they are created independently of each other, 

• they provide self-contained functionality, i.e., their functionality would be useful even if it was not 

associated with any higher-level systems. 

Interoperability is favoured by: 

• clearly abstracting the interface that a service exposes to its environment, from the implementation of 

that service; 

• making this interface visible to others, together with policies and constraints for its use. 

Autonomy and interoperability are somewhat contradictory properties. One of the challenges of SOA is, 

therefore, to reconcile these opposing principles.  

A different type of definition of SOA is the one proposed by the WC3 Web Services Architecture Working 

Group (W3C Working Group Note 11, February 2004), which defines SOA through a basic list of 

architectural tenets: 

A Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a form of distributed systems architecture that is typically 

characterized by the following properties: 

• Logical view: The service is an abstracted, logical view of actual programs, databases, business 

processes, etc., defined in terms of what it does, typically carrying out a business-level operation. 

• Message orientation: The service is formally defined in terms of the messages exchanged between 

provider agents and requester agents, and not the properties of the agents themselves. 

• Description orientation: A service is described by machine-processable metadata. 

• Granularity: Services tend to use a small number of operations with relatively large and complex 

messages. 

• Network orientation: Services tend to be oriented toward use over a network, though this is not an 

absolute requirement. 

• Platform neutral: Messages are sent in a platform-neutral, standardized format delivered through the 

interfaces. 

Note that, although the properties referred to are all quite relevant, this definition neither explicitly 

expresses nor automatically infers the key concepts of autonomy and interoperability.  

The most salient aspects of the above-mentioned architectural tenets can be further summarized as follows. 

• The design of a service interface follows an outside-in approach: rather than deriving it from the details 

of its implementation, the interface of the service is defined by focusing on how the service may fit in a 

larger business process context. Indeed, SOA is business process centric rather than technology centric – 

a service usually represents a business task. This property induces the granularity of services: a service 

interface is mostly coarse-grained and stateless, and is based on the exchange of documents. This is one 

of the aspects differentiating service-oriented from object-oriented design; the latter usually involves a 

conversation-style interaction pattern addressing individual object attributes. 

• In a SOA, communicating entities are loosely coupled, by virtue of the fact that a service's functionality 

is exposed at its boundary, in terms of service "contracts" (interfaces) together with schemas describing 

the documents exchanged in a standardized, platform-agnostic format. Thus, the implementation of the 

service is totally opaque and may be modified without the service's users being affected. In contrast, the 

tightly coupled, context-related and stateful interactions typical of distributed object architectures create 

artificial dependencies between the communicating entities, resulting in rigid and fragile systems. 

• SOA-based communications are of an asynchronous nature: when an action is invoked on a service, the 

result – if any – is returned to the invoking application entity without the latter suspending its 

operations. This is a departure from the synchronous remote procedure call mechanisms underlying 

distributed object systems, which have proven to be much less scalable than asynchronous 
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communication patterns, especially in the presence of complex business processes where many 

operations with variable response times run concurrently. 

• In addition to its interface description, a service can have requirements, properties or capabilities – 

expressed through "policies" – that can be negotiated at run-time. This is particularly useful for 

specifying characteristics like quality-of-service (QoS) level, security support, performance requirements, 

etc. Requirements for such properties may vary depending on how the service is used in a particular 

application context. The capability to negotiate their use at configuration time helps preserving the 

service generality and re-usability. 

It may be noted that the above architectural tenets are inter-related: richer content enables looser coupling, 

which in turn enables asynchronous communication. 

By achieving combined autonomy and interoperability, SOA enables architectural approaches that were 

unachievable with previous paradigms; the following features are the most prominent: 

• Integration capability: services can be readily integrated with other services, either statically or 

dynamically. Furthermore, services can be readily composed into higher-level services. Legacy 

technology can be encapsulated through service façades, according to a "wrap-and-re-use" rather than a 

"rip-and-replace" approach. 

• Owing to the abstraction between service interface and service implementation, services can be 

materialized on heterogeneous software and hardware platforms.  

• Agility, flexibility and adaptability to change are greatly increased as services can be easily reconfigured 

or replaced, service deployment can be conducted incrementally and scaling can take place over time. 

Communicating entities can share and exchange resources and collaborate with each other through 

direct, peer-to-peer communication, i.e. without depending on the assistance and control of some higher-

level entity. Decision-making can thus be driven down to the source of the information acted upon. This 

in turn enhances responsiveness and efficiency, while improving configurability. A decentralized mode 

of operation further adds resilience against failures by eliminating single-point-of-failure hazards. 

• Development cost is reduced as re-use of services is facilitated and application programming is done at 

the highest possible level of abstraction. 

• As each service encapsulates its own complexity, scalability becomes a built-in feature. By the same 

token, manageability and maintainability are greatly enhanced.  

• Building fault-tolerant systems using a collection of self-reliant components is far less cumbersome than 

if using a set of tightly inter-related components.  

2.3. Main applicable standards 

Although academic research remains active in advanced areas of service-oriented architectures, such as the 

use of semantic description of services in the service discovery phase, or the use of formal notations for the 

description and validation of service orchestration and choreography, most of the recent advances have been 

made through standardisation initiatives led by industry consortiums. Therefore, this section will focus on 

those standardisation activities, and the following one will describe associated commercial and open source 

technologies. 

Service-oriented architectures rely on a set of standards and specifications, which are briefly outlined in this 

section. As explained previously, a service-oriented architecture is more a concept than a precise 

architecture; however, the specifications described below are those in use in most commercial or open source 

toolkits used to develop service-oriented applications and systems. They include: 

• Web Services: the basic protocols and specifications to exchange structured messages between 

participants. 

• WS-* specifications: Web Services extensions, supporting important functions such as service discovery, 

message routing, reliable messaging, message-level security, management… 

• Frameworks for building service-oriented systems. 
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• Orchestration and choreography standards 

2.3.1. Web Services 

Web Services have originally been introduced in the wake of the Internet boom, as a way to leverage the 

Web infrastructure and automate access to interactive Internet services, such as news, search or e-commerce 

services. Early focus was thus on service description, discovery and invocation using standard Web 

mechanisms.  

The typical Web Services architecture is the following: 
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Figure 2: Typical Web Services architecture 

The service provider is a software application able to receive and consume XML messages, and possibly 

respond with another XML message. Early implementations of Web Services were using a RPC (remote 

procedure call) approach similar to those defined for distributed object protocols such as CORBA, DCOM or 

RMI. SOA best practices call for more document-oriented and asynchronous message exchanges. 

The service provider describes and registers its services using a formal description of valid XML incoming 

and outgoing messages (including their type and structure) for the services. The description also contains the 

supported communication protocols and associated addresses (endpoints) for invoking the service. 

In order to invoke a service, the service consumer sends an XML message to one published endpoint, using a 

supported protocol. HTTP is most commonly used, but alternatives are possible (SMTP, UDP…). Optionally, 

a response can be received using the same channel. 

Web Services rely on a set of well-established standards: 

• XML [XML] (W3C): XML is used for both abstract and wire representation of messages. It supports 

arbitrary contents in message payload. 

• XML Schema [XMLSchema] (W3C): it is used to formally describe the structure of XML messages. 

• SOAP [SOAP11] [SOAP12] (W3C): SOAP defines a standardised XML structure for message envelopes, 

as well as a standardised processing model. 

• WSDL [WSDL11] [WSDL20] (W3C): WSDL is used to formally describe the operations and the contents 

of associated SOAP messages provided by a service. It relies on XML Schema for the message contents 

descriptions. It also describes protocols and addresses used by a service. 
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• UDDI [UDDI] (OASIS): UDDI is a service registry specification, describing both a data model for storing 

Web Services description and a mechanism for registering and discovering services 

XML and XML Schema have been standardised respectively in 1998 and 2001, and can be considered very 

stable, although minor, backward compatible evolutions have been made since their first release. 

There have been two generations of Web Services specifications:  

• The first generation corresponds to the submission by Microsoft and IBM of the SOAP 1.1, SOAP with 

Attachments (SwA) and WSDL 1.1 specifications to the W3C in 2000. These specifications never reached 

the recommendation (standard) status. Although they have introduced a number of advanced concepts 

to foster interoperability, such as a generic message processing model, message exchange patterns and 

transport protocol independence, most early implementations met interoperability issues. This was due 

mostly to imprecise specifications, use of a complex data encoding mechanism to serialize programming 

language constructs such as arrays, redundant ways to represent the same information and 

underspecified attachment support. This situation has prompted the main vendors (Microsoft, IBM and 

others) to define the Web Service Interoperability Basic Profile, which represents an interoperable subset 

of the original specifications.  

• The second generation corresponds to new versions of those specifications, SOAP 1.2 (W3C 

recommendation), SOAP Message Transmission Optimisation Mechanism (SOAP MTOM – W3C 

recommendation) for attachments and WSDL 2.0 (W3C candidate recommendation). The new SOAP 

version extends and clarifies the SOAP 1.1 processing model and extensibility principles, and plays 

down some of the most complex and controversial features of SOAP 1.1, such as the use of RPC or of the 

SOAP data encoding. The specification clarification means that there has been no need (so far) for the 

definition of an interoperability profile for SOAP 1.2. SOAP 1.2 is not backward compatible with SOAP 

1.1, which means that message exchange participants must either both use SOAP 1.1 or SOAP 1.2 to be 

able to interoperate. 

WSDL 2.0 represents a major, not backward compatible revision of WSDL 1.1, and focuses on the 

separation of the description of the abstract functionality of a service and the concrete details of its 

implementation. This specification is still work in progress. 

The following figure shows the SOAP message structure, which is similar in both SOAP 1.1 and SOAP 1.2. 

Protocol Headers
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SOAP Header
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Header block 1
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Figure 3: SOAP message structure 
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Recent versions of Web Services tools usually support SOAP 1.2 and WSDL 1.1. Some tools also support 

SOAP 1.1 for backward compatibility with older Web Services implementations. WSDL 2.0 is generally not 

well-supported yet.  

UDDI has often been presented as a critical component of the Web Services architecture. The specification, 

standardised by OASIS, is currently in version 3, although a lot of tools still implement version 2. The UDDI 

registry can store service descriptions using WSDL, but can also be used to store the descriptions of services 

based on other technologies. Web Services are defined to register and lookup service description in the 

registry. Although they should play a central role in service discovery, UDDI registries are not widespread 

in current Web Services architectures. 

2.3.2. WS-* specifications 

The “WS-*” token stands for “all specifications related to Web Services that provide added-value protocols 

or functions on top of them”. This set of specifications is very large and ever increasing, so this section will 

focus on the specifications that are likely to be relevant in the context of the SOCRADES project. Many of 

these specifications are described as Web Services extensions, using the standardized “module” mechanism 

defined by SOAP 1.2. Consequently, these WS-* specifications can only be used with SOAP 1.2 Web Services 

stacks. 

This section will cover the WS-* specifications relevant to the following topics: 

• Message routing specifies how a message can be routed from one service participant (consumer or 

provider) to the other through a set of heterogeneous media and network nodes. 

• Resource access specifies how an XML representation of Web services entities can be retrieved and 

updated using Web services. 

• Publish/subscribe mechanisms specify general purpose mechanisms allowing services to produce 

asynchronous events and subscribers to receive them, thus achieving flexible event-driven architectures. 

• Service description and discovery specify how service description metadata can be used to retrieve 

relevant services on the network. 

• Capabilities description specifies how a service can describe its requirements, capabilities and 

preferences to provide adaptative quality of services. 

• Message security specifies how secure messages can be exchanged between service participants, and 

how a security context can be setup and shared by those participants. 

• Reliable messaging specifies how the delivery of messages can be made reliable, guaranteeing both 

delivery and order of delivery for sequences of messages. 

• Management specifies how Web Services resources can be managed, using Web Services technologies. 

Other specifications cover additional domains, such as distributed transaction management, which are not 

clearly relevant to the SOCRADES project. 

The main specifications are described in more details below, together with their standardization status: they 

can be either endorsed by a recognized standardization body (in most cases W3C or OASIS), under 

consideration by a standardization body, or still proprietary. The latter status does not mean that a given 

specification will not become a standard. Rather, it means that its authors still consider that more work or 

adoption is required before submitting the specification to a standardization body. Indeed, all specifications 

described below are expected to become standards in the future. 

2.3.2.1. Message routing 

The purpose of WS-Addressing [WS_Addr] (W3C recommendation) is to define appropriate SOAP headers 

to store the message addressing information that is usually stored in transport protocol headers (such as 

those used in HTTP or SMTP), thereby decoupling the message content from the transport and enabling 

more complex message exchange patterns than the HTTP request-response model. WS-Addressing provides 

a well-defined way to do asynchronous one-way messaging, with the ability to correlate messages. It relies 
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on the concept of a resource model for Web Services: the organisation of resources behind a Web Service is 

opaque to the caller. The key abstraction underlying WS-Addressing is the End-Point Reference (EPR), 

composed of an Address and optional Reference Parameters and Metadata description, which identifies a 

resource. The Address can be a logical or physical address of the service (a URI). The Reference Parameters 

are state information that the service uses to disambiguate subordinate resources (e.g. a session context), and 

are opaque to the caller. A caller obtains an EPR for the resource and uses the Address field for sending a 

message to the resource, by placing that Address in the corresponding SOAP header and adding the 

Reference Parameters as additional SOAP headers, allowing the service receiving that message to route it to 

the appropriate subordinate resource. 

2.3.2.2. Resource access 

Web service interfaces frequently provide a user with the ability to access and manipulate state, i.e., data 

values that persist across, and evolve as a result of, Web service interactions. In other words, the message 

exchanges that Web services implement are frequently intended to enable access to stateful resources. It is 

desirable to define Web service conventions to enable the discovery of, introspection on, and interaction with 

stateful resources in standard and interoperable ways. 

WS-Transfer [WS_Transfer] (W3C member submission) defines a simple protocol for creating, retrieving, 

updating and deleting resources, which are entities addressable by an endpoint reference that provide an 

XML representation. The protocol defines three messages, Get, Put and Delete, which must be directly 

addressed to the endpoint representing the resource, as well as a Create message, which must be addressed 

to a resource factory responsible for creating the resource. 

WS-Enumeration [WS_Enum] (W3C member submission) defines a simple protocol for enumeration that 

allows a resource to provide a session abstraction, called an enumeration context, to a consumer that 

represents a logical cursor through a sequence of data items. The consumer can then request XML element 

information items using this enumeration context over the span of one or more SOAP messages. 

WS Resource Framework (WSRF – OASIS specification) is a collection of five specifications, which provide a 

richer alternative to the WS-Transfer specification: 

• WS-Resource [WS_Resource]: this specification defines a WS-Resource, which describes the relationship 

between a Web service and a stateful resource in the WS-Resource Framework, as well as the means by 

which WS-Resources are referenced. 

• WS-ResourceProperties [WS_ResProp]: one characteristic of a WS-Resource is the set of properties 

associated with the resource. This specification standardizes the means by which the definition of the 

properties of a WS-Resource may be declared as part of a Web service interface. 

• WS-ResourceLifetime [WS_ResLife]: this specification defines message exchanges to standardize the 

means by which a WS-Resource may be destroyed, and resource properties that may be used to inspect 

and monitor the lifetime of a WS-Resource.  

• WS-ServiceGroup [WS_ServGroup]: this specification defines a means by which Web services and WS-

Resources can be aggregated or grouped together for a domain specific purpose. 

• WS-BaseFaults [WS_BaseFaults]: this specification defines an XML Schema type for base faults, along 

with rules for how this base fault type is used and extended by Web services. 

Both WS-Transfer and WS-ResourceFramework have been presented by their proponents as the basis for 

implementing complex resource management functions: WS-Transfer is used by WS-Management, while 

WS-ResourceFramework is used by WSDM (Web Services Distributed Management). 

2.3.2.3. Publish/subscribe mechanisms 

WS-Eventing [WS_Eventing] (W3C member submission) describes a protocol allowing one Web Service 

(called an "event sink") to register interest (called a "subscription") with another Web Service (called an 

"event source") in receiving messages about events (called "notifications"). To improve robustness, the 
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subscription is leased by an event source to an event sink, and the subscription expires over time. An event 

source may allow an event sink to renew the subscription. This publish-subscribe specification is not very 

complex, yet quite powerful; it is intended to enable implementation of a range of applications, from device-

oriented eventing to enterprise-scale publish-subscribe systems, on top of the same substrate.  

WS-Eventing is based on SOAP and builds on the WS-Addressing standard. By re-using WS-Addressing on 

top of SOAP, together with the underlying resource model, WS-Eventing does not need to define any new 

protocol. It merely specifies the WSDL definitions associated with the subscription management operations: 

Subscribe, Unsubscribe, Renew (used by an event sink) and SubscriptionEnd (used by an event source when 

terminating its event notification service).  

Event notification messages themselves are usually one-way messages, the content of which is not 

constrained by WS-Eventing: the event message may include any data of any type, and is described in the 

service WSDL document.  

An event source may support filtering to limit the amount of notifications sent to the event sink. If it does 

and a subscribe request contains a filter, the event source sends only notifications that match the requested 

filter. A filter is formulated as an XPath predicate expression. 

The WS-Notification (OASIS specification) family of specifications defines a standard Web Services 

approach to notification. It encompasses the WS-BaseNotification [WS_BaseNotif], WS-Topics [WS_Topics] 

and WS-BrokeredNotification [WS_BrokNotif] specifications. Although similar in functionality to WS-

Eventing, WS-BaseNotification supports a more complex approach: it formalizes the roles of 

NotificationProducers and NotificationConsumers, defines hierarchical topics as a filter mechanism for 

notifications, and supports several notification delivery mechanisms. WS-BrokeredNotification adds the 

notion of NotificationBroker, an intermediary between NotificationProducers and NotificationConsumers. 

The use of an intermediary provides for better decoupling and more versatile architectures. 

Both WS-Eventing and WS-Notification have been presented by their proponents as the basic layer for 

implementing complex management functions: WS-Eventing is the basis for WS-Management, while WS-

Notification is used by WSDM (Web Services Distributed Management). In an effort to avoid duplication of 

standards, the main vendors behind the two sets of specifications (Microsoft, IBM, Hewlett Packard and 

Intel) have published in March 2006 a white paper presenting a convergence approach. 

2.3.2.4. Service discovery and description 

WS-Discovery [WS_Disco] (proprietary specification) is based on SOAP 1.2 and builds on WS-Addressing: 

all discovery messages are SOAP 1.2 messages extended with WS-Addressing headers. 

The WS-Discovery specification defines a multicast discovery protocol to search for and locate resources or, 

more specifically, target services available to network-connected clients. The primary mode of discovery is a 

client searching for one or more target services. The search can either specify the type of the device or a 

scope in which the device resides or both, and is materialised as a Probe message sent to a multicast group. 

Target services that match the probe send a Probe Match response in unicast mode. Target services can also 

be localized by name, through a similar protocol exchange involving a multicast Resolve message and a 

unicast Resolve Match response. 

To minimize the need for polling, when a target service joins the network, it announces itself by sending a 

multicast Hello message. By listening to the multicast group, clients can detect newly-available target 

services without repeated probing. When leaving the network in an orderly manner, a service announces 

this through a Bye message. 

The WS-Discovery protocol messages are sent over UDP in order to minimise network traffic overhead.  

Multicast-based discovery is limited to local subnets. In order for discovery to be scalable to enterprise-wide 

scenarios, WS-Discovery introduces the notion of discovery proxy (DP). A DP has two functions: 
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suppressing multicast discovery (to reduce network traffic) and extending the network reach for the 

discovery protocol beyond the local subnet. When a DP detects a probe or resolution request sent by 

multicast, the DP sends a Hello for itself. By listening for these announcements, clients detect DPs and 

switch to use a DP-specific protocol. However, when a DP is unresponsive, clients revert to use the ordinary 

discovery protocol. While the definition of a DP-specific protocol is beyond the scope of WS-Discovery, it is 

expected that any such protocol would define search messages that clients send directly (in unicast mode) to 

the DP rather than to a multicast group; a DP could thus be deployed and automatically manage a network 

without any changes to the deployed services. 

WS-Discovery metadata information is limited to the strict minimum, in order to reduce the size of the 

multicast UDP messages. Therefore, an additional protocol is defined to obtain a more complete description 

of a target service, once it has been discovered. This protocol is called WS-MetadataExchange (proprietary 

specification), and provides both standard service description information, such as WSDL documents for the 

service, and an extensibility mechanism allowing additional metadata information to be associated with a 

target service. 

2.3.2.5. Capabilities description 

WS-Policy [WS_Policy] (W3C member submission) provides a flexible and extensible grammar for 

expressing the capabilities, requirements, and general characteristics of entities in an XML Web services-

based system. WS-Policy defines a framework and a model for the expression of these properties as policies. 

WS-Policy defines a policy to be a collection of policy alternatives, where each policy alternative is a 

collection of policy assertions. Some policy assertions specify traditional requirements and capabilities that 

will ultimately manifest on the wire (e.g., authentication scheme, transport protocol selection). Other policy 

assertions have no wire manifestation yet are critical to proper service selection and usage (e.g., privacy 

policy, QoS characteristics). WS-Policy provides a single policy grammar to allow both kinds of assertions to 

be reasoned about in a consistent manner. 

WS-Policy does not specify how policies are discovered or attached to a Web service. Other specifications are 

free to define technology-specific mechanisms for associating policy with various entities and resources. WS-

PolicyAttachment [WS_PolAttach] (W3C member submission) defines such mechanisms, especially for 

associating policy with arbitrary XML elements, WSDL artefacts, and UDDI elements.  

Subsequent specifications, such as WS-SecurityPolicy, will provide profiles on WS-Policy usage within other 

common Web service technologies. 

2.3.2.6. Message security 

WS- Security [WS_Security] (OASIS specification) proposes a standard set of SOAP extensions that can be 

used when building secure Web services to implement message content integrity and confidentiality. WS-

Security is flexible and is designed to be used as the basis for securing Web services within a wide variety of 

security models including PKI, Kerberos, and SSL. Specifically, it provides support for multiple security 

token formats, multiple trust domains, multiple signature formats, and multiple encryption technologies.  

WS-Security specifies an abstract model of message security in terms of security tokens combined with digital 

signatures to authenticate and protect SOAP messages. A security token is a collection of claims about the 

sender and can be used to assert the binding between authentication secrets or keys and security identities. 

An authority can vouch for or endorse the claims in a security token by using its key to sign or encrypt the 

security token (keyed encryption being recommended), thereby enabling the authentication of the claims in 

the token. An X.509 certificate, claiming the binding between one’s identity and public key, is an example of 

a signed security token endorsed by the certificate authority. In the absence of endorsement by a third party, 

the recipient of a security token may choose to accept the claims made in the token based on its trust of the 

sender of the containing message. Digital signatures are used to verify message origin and integrity. 

Signatures are also used by message senders to demonstrate knowledge of the key used to confirm the 
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claims in a security token and thus to bind their identity (and any other claims occurring in the security 

token) to the messages they create.  

WS-Security provides a generic mechanism to associate security tokens with messages. No specific type of 

security token is required. Instead, a security token can manifest itself in different forms such as an X.509 

certificate, a Kerberos ticket/authenticator, a SAML assertion, a SIM card based mobile device security token 

or even a username/password combination. Whatever the actual implementation, developers are insulated 

from these details. Additionally, WSS-SOAP Message Security describes how to encode binary security 

tokens, in particular X.509 certificates and Kerberos tickets, and also includes extensibility mechanisms 

allowing to further describe the characteristics of the credentials included with a message.  

WS-Security provides three main mechanisms: ability to send security token as part of a message, message 

integrity, and message confidentiality. These mechanisms by themselves do not provide a complete security 

solution for Web Services. Instead, they constitute building blocks that can be used in conjunction with other 

Web Service extensions and higher-level application-specific protocols to accommodate a wide variety of 

security models and security technologies. These mechanisms can be used independently (e.g., to pass a 

security token) or in a tightly coupled manner (e.g., signing and encrypting a message or part of a message 

and providing a security token or token path associated with the keys used for signing and encryption). 

Protecting message content from being disclosed (confidentiality) or modified without detection (integrity) 

are primary security concerns. WS-Security provides a means to protect a message by encrypting and/or 

digitally signing a body, a header or any combination thereof (or parts of them).  

Message integrity is provided by XML Signature in conjunction with security tokens to ensure that 

modifications to messages be detected. The integrity mechanisms are designed to support multiple 

signatures, potentially by multiple SOAP roles, and to be extensible to support additional signature formats.  

Message confidentiality leverages XML Encryption in conjunction with security tokens to keep portions of a 

SOAP message confidential. The encryption mechanisms are designed to support additional encryption 

processes and operations by multiple SOAP roles.  

WS-Security is completed by three additional specifications to form a complete Secure Exchange framework. 

WS-SecurityPolicy [WS_SecPolicy] (OASIS member submission) defines a set of security policy assertions 

which apply to Web Services Security: SOAP Message Security, WS-Trust, and WS-SecureConversation. This 

document takes the approach of defining a base set of assertions that describe how messages are to be 

secured. Flexibility with respect to token types, cryptographic algorithms, and mechanisms used, including 

using transport-level security, is part of the design and allows for evolution over time. The intent is to 

provide enough information for compatibility and interoperability to be determined by Web services 

participants, along with all information necessary to actually enable a participant to engage in a secure 

exchange of messages. 

WS-Trust [WS_Trust] (OASIS member submission) uses the secure messaging mechanisms of WS-Security 

to define additional primitives and extensions for the issuance, exchange and validation of security tokens. 

WS-Trust also enables the issuance and dissemination of credentials within different trust domains. In order 

to secure a communication between two parties, the two parties must exchange security credentials (either 

directly or indirectly). However, each party needs to determine if they can "trust" the asserted credentials of 

the other party. This specification defines extensions to WS-Security for issuing and exchanging security 

tokens and ways to establish and access the presence of trust relationships. Using these extensions, 

applications can engage in secure communication designed to work with the general Web Services 

framework. 

WS-SecureConversation [WS_SecConv] (OASIS member submission) defines extensions that build on WS-

Security and WS-Trust to provide secure communication across one or more messages. Specifically, this 

specification defines mechanisms for establishing and sharing security contexts, and deriving keys from 

established security contexts (or any shared secret). This allows contexts to be established and potentially 
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more efficient keys or new key material to be exchanged, thereby increasing the overall performance and 

security of the subsequent exchanges. 

2.3.2.7. Reliable messaging 

Reliable messaging is vital element in mission-critical applications. Reliable messaging includes the ability to 

ensure that a message exchange has been completed correctly with no messages lost or duplicated. For 

example, within an order processing system, it is critical for the application to know that all items have been 

received and none have been duplicated. If a client using this application temporarily loses network 

connectivity during the course of order submission, reliable messaging ensures that the order is received 

once and only once. In some applications, it can also be important to know the correct sequencing of 

messages. 

Two competing specifications have been proposed for supporting reliable Web Services exchanges. 

WS-Reliability [WS_Reliability] (OASIS specification) is a SOAP-based specification that fulfils reliable 

messaging requirements critical to some applications of Web Services. SOAP over HTTP is not sufficient 

when an application-level messaging protocol must also guarantee some level of reliability and security. The 

specification defines reliability in the context of current Web Services standards and has been designed for 

use in combination with other complementary protocols.  

According to the specification, Reliable Messaging (RM) is the execution of a transport-agnostic, SOAP-

based protocol providing quality of service in the reliable delivery of messages. There are two aspects to 

Reliable Messaging; both must be equally addressed when specifying RM features: 

• The “wire” protocol aspect. RM is a protocol, including both specific message headers and specific 

message choreographies, between a sending party and a receiving party. 

• The quality of service (QoS) aspect. RM defines a quality of messaging service to the communicating 

parties, viz., the users of the messaging service. This assumes a protocol between these users and the 

provider of this service (i.e., the reliable messaging middleware). This protocol is defined by a set of 

abstract operations: Submit, Deliver, Notify, and Respond. 

As shown on the diagram below, reliable messaging requires the definition and enforcement of contracts 

between: 

• The Sending and Receiving reliable message processors (RMP): these are contracts about the wire 

protocol. 

• The messaging service provider and the users of the messaging service: these are contracts about quality 

of service. 

Each major RM feature will be defined as a composition of these two types of contract. 

 

Figure 4: WS-Reliability contracts 
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The WS-Reliability specification defines the following reliability features: 

• Guaranteed message delivery, or At-Least-Once delivery semantics. 

• Guaranteed message duplicate elimination, or At-Most-Once delivery semantics. 

• Guaranteed message delivery and duplicate elimination, or Exactly-Once delivery semantics. 

• Guaranteed message ordering for delivery within a group of messages. 

WS-ReliableMessaging [WS_RelMess] (OASIS draft specification) has been more recently submitted to the 

OASIS organisation, but has much wider support from the major vendors (IBM, Microsoft, BEA, TIBCO…) 

than WS-Reliability.  

This specification describes a protocol that allows messages to be delivered reliably between distributed 

applications in the presence of software component, system, or network failures. The protocol is described in 

this specification in a transport-independent manner allowing it to be implemented using different network 

technologies. To support interoperable Web services, a SOAP binding is defined within this specification. 

The protocol defined in this specification depends upon other Web services specifications for the 

identification of service endpoint addresses and policies.  

WS-ReliableMessaging provides an interoperable protocol that a Reliable Messaging (RM) Source and 

Reliable Messaging (RM) Destination use to provide Application Source and Destination a guarantee that a 

message that is sent will be delivered. The guarantee is specified as a delivery assurance. The protocol 

supports the endpoints in providing these delivery assurances. It is the responsibility of the RM Source and 

RM Destination to fulfil the delivery assurances, or raise an error. The protocol defined here allows 

endpoints to meet this guarantee for the delivery assurances defined below. 

Persistence considerations related to an endpoint's ability to satisfy the delivery assurances defined below 

are the responsibility of the implementation and do not affect the wire protocol. As such, they are out of 

scope of this specification. 

There are four basic delivery assurances that endpoints can provide: 

• AtMostOnce: Messages will be delivered at most once without duplication or an error will be raised on at 

least one endpoint. It is possible that some messages in a sequence may not be delivered. 

• AtLeastOnce: Every message sent will be delivered or an error will be raised on at least one endpoint. 

Some messages may be delivered more than once. 

• ExactlyOnce: Every message sent will be delivered without duplication or an error will be raised on at 

least one endpoint. This delivery assurance is the logical "and" of the two prior delivery assurances. 

• InOrder: Messages will be delivered in the order that they were sent. This delivery assurance may be 

combined with any of the above delivery assurances. It requires that the sequence observed by the 

ultimate receiver be non-decreasing. 

The diagram below illustrates the entities and events in a simple reliable message exchange. First, the 

Application Source Sends a message for reliable delivery. The Reliable Messaging (RM) Source accepts the 

message and Transmits it one or more times. After receiving the message, the RM Destination 

Acknowledges it. Finally, the RM Destination delivers the message to the Application Destination.  
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Figure 5: WS-ReliableMessaging entities 

The above short descriptions show that both specifications support the same concepts and services, even if 

they use different and incompatible protocols. Because of its much larger vendor support, WS-Reliable-

Messaging will most certainly prevail in the future. 

2.3.2.8. Management 

WS-Management [WS_Man] (Distributed Management Task Force - DMTF submission) describes a general 

SOAP-based protocol for managing systems such as PCs, servers, devices, Web services and other 

applications, and other manageable entities. 

To promote interoperability between management applications and managed resources, this specification 

identifies a core set of Web service specifications and usage requirements that expose a common set of 

operations central to all systems management. This comprises the abilities to 

• Get, put (update), create and delete individual resources, such as settings and dynamic values. 

• Enumerate the contents of containers and collections, such as large tables and logs. 

• Subscribe to events emitted by managed resources. 

• Execute specific management methods with strongly typed input and output parameters 

In each of these areas of scope, this specification defines minimal implementation requirements for 

conformant Web service implementations. An implementation is free to extend beyond this set of operations, 

and may also choose not to support one or more areas of functionality listed above if that functionality is not 

appropriate to the target device or system. 

WS-Management relies on a set of existing specifications, including WS-Addressing for endpoint 

descriptions, WS-Transfer and WS-Enumeration for resource description and access, WS-Eventing for event 

notifications and WS-Security for security. WS-Management uses the extensibility features of these 

specifications to adapt them to the specific needs of management applications. 

Web Services Distributed Management – WSDM [WS_DM] (OASIS specification) specifies how the 

manageability of a resource is made available to manageability consumers via Web services. This section 

describes the principal components of the WSDM architecture, its modes of interaction used and the facilities 

it provides in support of this architecture and interaction. 

The focus of the WSDM architecture is the manageable resource. The manageable resource must be 

represented as a Web service. In other words, management information regarding the resource must be 

accessible through a Web service endpoint. To provide access to a resource, this endpoint must be able to be 

referenced by an endpoint-reference, or EPR, as defined in the WS-Addressing standard. Endpoints that 

support access to manageable resources are called manageability endpoints. The implementation behind 
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manageability endpoints must be capable of retrieving and manipulating the information related to a 

manageable resource. 

The EPR provides the target location to which a manageability consumer directs messages. The manageable 

resource may also direct notifications of significant events to a manageability consumer, provided the 

consumer has subscribed to receive notifications. Thus, WSDM covers three modes of interaction between a 

manageable resource and a manageability consumer.  These modes of interaction are as follows: 

• A manageability consumer can retrieve management information about the manageable resource. For 

example, the consumer can retrieve the current operating status of the manageable resource or the 

current state of the process running on the manageable resource. 

• A manageability consumer may affect the state of some manageable resource by changing its 

management information. 

• A manageable resource may inform, or notify, a manageability consumer of a significant event.  This 

mode of interaction requires the manageability consumer to subscribe to receive events on a desired 

topic. 

WSDM is about defining a common manageability structure and message exchange format through which a 

manageable resource and a manageability consumer can talk to each other regardless of implementation or 

platform. Compliance with the WSDM standard requires that both manageable resource and manageability 

consumer are able to generate messages of the specified format and are able to accomplish certain resource 

management goals. Thus, WSDM defines a Web service message protocol for management information that 

may be shared by manageable resource and manageability consumer in a vendor-neutral, platform-

independent manner.  

WSDM relies on a set of existing specifications, including WS-Addressing for endpoint descriptions, WS-

ResourceFramework for resource description and access, WS-Notification for event notifications and WS-

Security for security. 

As shown above, both specifications address the same needs in a similar way. In an effort to avoid 

duplication of standards, the main vendors behind the two sets of specifications (Microsoft, IBM, Hewlett 

Packard and Intel) have published in March 2006 a white paper presenting a convergence approach. 

2.3.3. Service-oriented architecture frameworks 

Several approaches have been proposed to ease the development of service-oriented systems, trying to 

capture the main concepts and best practices into predefined architectural patterns.  

2.3.3.1. Reference Model for SOA (OASIS) 

The goal of the reference model for SOA [SOA_RM] proposed by OASIS is to define the essence of service 

oriented architecture, and emerge with a vocabulary and a common understanding of SOA. It provides a 

normative reference that remains relevant for SOA as an abstract and powerful model, irrespective of the 

various and inevitable technology evolutions that will influence SOA deployment. 

The figure shows how a reference model for SOA relates to other distributed systems architectural inputs. 

The concepts and relationships defined by the reference model are intended to be the basis for describing 

references architectures and patterns that will define more specific categories of SOA designs. Concrete 

architectures arise from a combination of reference architectures, architectural patterns and additional 

requirements, including those imposed by technology environments. 

Architecture must account for the goals, motivation, and requirements that define the actual problems being 

addressed. While reference architectures can form the basis of classes of solutions, concrete architectures will 

define specific solution approaches. 
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Architecture is often developed in the context of a pre-defined environment, such as the protocols, profiles, 

specifications, and standards that are pertinent. 

SOA implementations combine all of these elements, from the more generic architectural principles and 

infrastructure to the specifics that define the current needs, and represent specific implementations that will 

be built and used in an operational environment. 

 

 

Figure 6: Relation of a Reference Model to actual SOA implementations 
 

2.3.3.2. Service Component Architecture 

Service Component Architecture [SCA] is a set of specifications which describe a model for building 

applications and systems using a Service-Oriented Architecture. SCA extends and complements prior 

approaches to implementing services, and SCA builds on open standards such as Web services. It is based 

on the idea that business function is provided as a series of services, which are assembled together to create 

solutions that serve a particular business need. These composite applications can contain both new services 

created specifically for the application and also business function from existing systems and applications, 

reused as part of the composition. SCA provides a model both for the composition of services and for the 

creation of service components, including the reuse of existing application function within SCA 

compositions. 

SCA encourages an SOA organization of business application code based on components that implement 

business logic, which offer their capabilities through service-oriented interfaces called services and which 

consume functions offered by other components through service-oriented interfaces, called references. SCA 

divides up the steps in building a service-oriented application into two major parts: 

• The implementation of components which provide services and consume other services 

• The assembly and deployment of sets of components to build business applications, through the wiring 

of references to services. 
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SCA emphasizes the decoupling of service implementation and of service assembly from the details of 

infrastructure capabilities and from the details of the access methods used to invoke services. SCA 

components operate at a business level and use a minimum of middleware APIs. 

A SCA component offers its functionality as services and accesses other components via references. Services 

and references are defined by referring to some interface definition, such as a WSDL port type or a Java 

interface. A component also has properties which allow for the configuration of an implementation with 

externally set values, typically at deployment time. The following diagram shows the main features of a SCA 

component: 

 

Figure 7: Main features of a SCA component 

Components can be implemented in a number of ways, including classical programming languages such as 

C++ and Java, or as a SCA composite, i.e. the assembly of several components by wiring, as shown in the 

figure below: 
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Figure 8: Example of SCA composite 

The SCA model is thus completely recursive, and supports the modelling of complex applications through 

composition of services. 

SCA supports the deployment of the SCA components by defining a set of XML documents containing the 

description of the components and their configuration. 

2.3.4. Orchestration and Choreography 

Service-oriented architectures allow business functionalities implemented on heterogeneous computational 

platforms to be exposed to consumers as interoperable services. However, the full potential of SOA as an 

integration platform will only be achieved by providing ways of modelling and implementing new services 

and applications through composition of existing services.  

Service orchestration and choreography, both providing support for service composition, are therefore 

natural extensions of service-oriented architectures. They address the issues of service composition and 

collaboration from two different perspectives: 

• Orchestration describes processes that model the behaviour of one participant in a business interaction 

involving several parties.  

• Choreography provides a formal description of peer-to-peer collaborations of parties by defining, from a 

global viewpoint, their common and complementary observable behaviour, i.e. ordered message 

exchanges. The internal behaviour of each participant is not addressed. 

Web Services Business Process Execution Language [WS_BPEL] (OASIS draft standard) is a language for 

specifying business process behaviour based on Web services. It supersedes a former specification called 

BPEL4WS, which never reached standard status. Processes in WS-BPEL are exposed as Web Services and 

consume Web Services, thus providing a generic service composition mechanism. WS-BPEL can be used to 

model the behaviour of both abstract and executable processes. Abstract processes describe business 

protocols that specify the visible message exchange behaviour of one party involved in the protocol, without 

revealing its internal behaviour. Executable business processes, in contrast, model the actual behaviour of a 

participant in a business interaction.  

WS-BPEL provides all the features of a programming language, albeit one oriented towards Web Services 

invocation. The language defines concepts such as: 
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• Partner links and endpoint references, representing respectively peer-to-peer relationships between 

partner processes and information for dynamically selecting the partner at runtime.  

• Data handling, including variables and expressions for handling them. 

• Basic activities, including service invocation and service provision, variable assignment and 

synchronisation operations. 

• Structured activities, including traditional programming control structures such as loops, branches, forks 

and joins. 

Web Services Choreography Description Language [WS_CDL] is an XML-based language targeted for 

composing interoperable, peer-to-peer collaborations between any types of party regardless of the 

supporting platform or programming model used by the implementation of the hosting environment.  

Using the WS-CDL specification, a contract containing a "global" definition of the common ordering 

conditions and constraints under which messages are exchanged, is produced that describes, from a global 

viewpoint, the common and complementary observable behaviour of all the participants involved. Each 

participant can then use the global definition to build and test solutions that conform to it. The global 

specification is in turn realized by combination of the resulting local systems, on the basis of appropriate 

infrastructure support. 

The advantage of a contract based on a global viewpoint as opposed to any one endpoint is that it separates 

the overall "global" process being followed by an individual business or system within a "domain of control" 

(an endpoint) from the definition of the sequences in which each business or system exchanges information 

with others. This means that, as long as the "observable" sequences do not change, the rules and logic 

followed within a domain of control (endpoint) can change at will and interoperability is therefore 

guaranteed. 

In real-world scenarios, corporate entities are often unwilling to delegate control of their business processes 

to their integration partners. Choreography offers a means by which the rules of participation within a 

collaboration can be clearly defined and agreed to, jointly. Each entity may then implement its portion of the 

choreography as determined by the common or global view. It is the intent of WS-CDL that the conformance 

of each implementation to the common view expressed therein is easy to determine. 

2.4. Research and industrial activities 

2.4.1. NESSI 

Launched in September 2005 with the support of Commissioner Reding, NESSI (NETWORKED EUROPEAN 

SOFTWARE & SERVICE INITIATIVE) has grown to 22 partners and over 200 members, with the aim of 

transforming the Internet to service your life. NESSI is open to all through a simple online membership 

process at www.nessi-europe.com. 

A “European Full scale demonstrator”(Figure 9 and Figure 10) will be set up in several connected locations 

in Europe in order to run different test-beds, proofs of concepts, demonstrators and pilots based on NESSI  

Framework 

• NESSI Testbeds (network of) will be able to host industrial partners, academics and other users (e.g. EC, 

members states….) and will provide all the facilities in terms of: 

o Engineering capabilities(Modeling, Simulation, Architecture, Human factors, Operational analysis) 

o Integration & Interoperability platforms (e.g. Plug test) 

o Benchmark & tests platforms (e.g. Scenarios and Profiles) 

o Demonstrations and Visualizations capabilities 

o Compatibility & Compliance in all sense (technical, standards, legal…) 
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Figure 9: General NESSI Testbed 

 

 

Figure 10: NESSI Testbed with internal structure 

Relation to SOCRADES: 

Figure 10 shows a similar approach in layering the network, web services and semantic aspect as 

SOCRADES. This shows the practical approach of SOCRADES. Detailed collaboration of NESSI platform 

and demonstrators are not planned up to now.  
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2.4.2. ARTEMIS 

The European ARTEMIS (Advanced research and technology in embedded intelligence and systems) 

technology platform brings together actors from industry, small and medium-sized enterprises, universities, 

research centres and European public authorities in the field of Embedded Systems. One of its core 

objectives is to define a common strategic research agenda that will become a reference in its own domain 

and attract commitment of all stakeholders in the sector. ARTEMIS will help to create the necessary critical 

mass and co-ordinate research efforts and initiatives across Europe in order to establish and implement a 

coherent and integrated European research and development strategy for Embedded Systems. 

Aim and scope: Develop and drive a joint European vision and strategy on Embedded Systems 

• R&D and educational challenges 

• Structural challenges: IPR, open source software, standards, research infrastructure,… 

Align fragmented R&D efforts in the ERA along a common strategic agenda at Community, 

intergovernmental and national levels.  

  

Figure 11: ARTEMIS technology platform 

Relation to SOCRADES: 

Figure 11 shows the service oriented architecture in the kernel of the ARTEMIS technologies. This shows the 

practical approach of SOCRADES. Detailed collaborations are available in the SOCRADES because several 

project partners are involved in the ARTEMIS activities. So synergy between SOCRADES and ARTEMIS 

results are anticipated.  

2.4.3. Service-Oriented Computing Roadmap 

The Service-Oriented Computing Roadmap, published by the EU 

(ftp://ftp.cordis.europa.eu/pub/ist/docs/directorate_d/st-ds/services-research-roadmap_en.pdf) gives a 

comprehensive overview about the state of the art and challenges for service oriented computing (Figure 12). 

The Services Research Roadmap aims to support the implementation of major EU initiatives related to the 

IST priority. These include i2010: European Information Society 2010, NESSIE and Ambient Intelligence 

which are all directly addressed by the Services Research Roadmap activities.  
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Figure 12: State of the art and challenges of Service-Oriented Computing 

Relation to SOCRADES: 

The roadmap gives a good overview and distinguishes between state of the art and challenges. This match to 

the evaluation results of SOCRADES. How ever the particular use of DPWS and OPC UA for embedded 

systems is a detail which is not covered in the report. Therefore no further evaluation is done with this 

roadmap document.  

2.5. References 

Standard organizations: 

World Wide Web Consortium (http://www.w3.org): consortium in charge of all Web-related specifications, 

including HTML, XML and Web services. 

Organisation for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (http://www.oasis-open.org): consortium 

in charge of many XML-based information representation and exchange standards, in the domain of office 

documents, e-commerce and SOA. 

Distributed Management Task Force (http://www.dmtf.org): organization in charge of the development of 

management standards. 

Specifications (standard status unless specified): 

 

Reference Document Title and URL Revision 

XML Extensible Markup Language (XML) 1.0 (Fourth Edition) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/REC-xml-20060816/ 

1.0 

16/08/2006 

XMLSchema XML Schema Part 1: Structures (Second Edition) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-1/  

XML Schema Part 2: Datatypes (Second Edition) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2/  

1.0 

28/10/2004 

SOAP11 Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 1.1 (W3C Note) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2000/NOTE-SOAP-20000508/  

1.1 

08/05/2000 
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SOAP12 SOAP Version 1.2 Part 1: Messaging Framework 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/REC-soap12-part1-20030624/  

SOAP Version 1.2 Part 2: Adjuncts 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2003/REC-soap12-part2-20030624/  

1.2 

24/06/2003 

WSDL11 Web Services Description Language (WSDL) 1.1 (W3C Note) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl  

1.1 

15/03/2001 

WSDL20 Web Services Description Language (WSDL) Version 2.0 Part 1: Core Language 

(Candidate Recommendation) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/CR-wsdl20-20060327  

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) Version 2.0 Part 2: Adjuncts 

(Candidate Recommendation) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/CR-wsdl20-adjuncts-20060327  

2.0 

27/03/2006 

UDDI UDDI Version 3.0.2 

http://uddi.org/pubs/uddi_v3.htm  

3.0.2 

19/10/2004 

WS_Addr Web Services Addressing 1.0 – Core 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/REC-ws-addr-core-20060509/  

Web Services Addressing 1.0 - SOAP Binding 

http://www.w3.org/TR/2006/REC-ws-addr-soap-20060509/  

1.0 

09/05/2006 

WS_Transfer Web Services Transfer (W3C Member Submission) 

http://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-Transfer/  

27/09/2006 

WS_Enum Web Services Enumeration (W3C Member Submission) 

http://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-Enumeration/  

15/03/2006 

WS_Resource Web Services Resource 1.2 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/wsrf-ws_resource-1.2-spec-os.pdf  

1.2 

01/04/2006 

WS_ResProp Web Services Resource Properties 1.2 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/wsrf-ws_resource_properties-1.2-spec-os.pdf  

1.2 

01/04/2006 

WS_ResLife Web Services Resource Lifetime 1.2 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/wsrf-ws_resource_lifetime-1.2-spec-os.pdf  

1.2 

01/04/2006 

WS_ServGroup Web Services Service Group 1.2 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/wsrf-ws_service_group-1.2-spec-os.pdf  

1.2 

01/04/2006 

WS_BaseFaults Web Services Base Faults 1.2 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrf/wsrf-ws_base_faults-1.2-spec-os.pdf  

1.2 

01/04/2006 

WS_Eventing Web Services Eventing (W3C Member Submission) 

http://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-Eventing/  

15/03/2006 

WS_BaseNotif Web Services Base Notification 1.3 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/wsn-ws_base_notification-1.3-spec-os.pdf  

1.3 

01/10/2006 

WS_Topics Web Services Topics 1.3 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/wsn-ws_topics-1.3-spec-os.pdf  

1.3 

01/10/2006 
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WS_BrokNotif Web Services Brokered Notification 1.3 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsn/wsn-ws_brokered_notification-1.3-spec-os.pdf  

1.3 

01/10/2006 

WS_Disco Web Services Dynamic Specification (Proprietary) 

http://specs.xmlsoap.org/ws/2005/04/discovery/ws-discovery.pdf  

April 2005 

WS_Policy Web Services Policy 1.2 – Framework (W3C Member Submission) 

http://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-Policy/  

1.2 

25/04/2006 

WS_PolAttach Web Services Policy 1.2 – Attachment (W3C Member Submission) 

http://www.w3.org/Submission/WS-PolicyAttachment/  

1.2 

25/04/2006 

WS_Security Web Services Security: SOAP Message Security 1.1 

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/16790/wss-v1.1-spec-os-

SOAPMessageSecurity.pdf  

1.1 

01/02/2006 

WS_SecPolicy WS-SecurityPolicy 1.2 (Draft) 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-securitypolicy/200512/ws-securitypolicy-1.2-

spec-cd-01.pdf  

1.2 

04/12/2006 

WS_Trust WS-Trust 1.3 (Draft) 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/200512/ws-trust-1.3-spec-cs-01.pdf  

1.3 

29/11/2006 

WS_SecConv WS-SecureConversation 1.3 (Draft) 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-secureconversation/200512/ws-

secureconversation-1.3-spec-cs-01.pdf  

1.3 

20/11/2006 

WS_Reliability WS-Reliability 1.1 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/wsrm/ws-reliability/v1.1/wsrm-ws_reliability-1.1-spec-

os.pdf  

1.1 

15/11/2004 

WS_RelMess WS-ReliableMessaging (Draft) 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-rx/wsrm/200608/wsrm-1.1-spec-cd-04.pdf  

11/08/2006 

WS_Man Web Services for Management (Draft) 

http://www.dmtf.org/standards/published_documents/DSP0226.pdf  

05/04/2006 

WS_DM Web Services Distributed Management: Management Using Web Services (MUWS 

1.1) Part 1 

http://www.oasis-

open.org/apps/org/workgroup/wsdm/download.php/20576/wsdm-muws1-1.1-spec-

os-01.pdf 

Web Services Distributed Management: Management Using Web Services (MUWS 

1.1) Part 2 

http://www.oasis-

open.org/apps/org/workgroup/wsdm/download.php/20575/wsdm-muws2-1.1-spec-

os-01.pdf  

Web Services Distributed Management: Management of Web Services 

(WSDM-MOWS) 1.1 

http://www.oasis-

open.org/apps/org/workgroup/wsdm/download.php/20574/wsdm-mows-1.1-spec-

os-01.pdf  

1.1 

01/08/2006 
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SOA_RM OASIS Reference Model for Service Oriented Architecture V 1.0 

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/19679/soa-rm-cs.pdf  

1.0 

02/08/2006 

SCA Service Component Architecture (several draft specifications) 

http://www.osoa.org/display/Main/Service+Component+Architecture+Specifications  

01/08/2006 

WS_BPEL Web Services Business Process Execution Language V 2.0 (Draft) 

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/18714/wsbpel-specification-

draft-May17.htm  

2.0 

17/05/2006 

WS_CDL Web Services Choreography Description Language V 1.0 (Draft) 

http://www.w3.org/TR/ws-cdl-10/  

1.0 

09/11/2005 

2.6. Appendix 

Key Universities and research institutions in the f ield 

Organisation Field of specialisation Achievements Contact 

Tampere University of 

Technology (TUT) 

Reconfigurable 

automation systems for 

production 

Assembly demonstrator 

based  SOA 

Prof. J.Lastra 

Jose.Lastra@pe.tut.fi 

 

    

List of relevant projects (finished and on-going) 

Acronym Title Results Contact 

SIRENA Service Infrastructure for 

Real Time Embedded 

Networked Applications 

Definition of unique 

domain overlapping and 

platform independent 

architecture for distributed 

embedded systems based 

on service oriented 

architecture. Main focus 

lies on more general service 

definitions for devices and 

applications 

francois2.jammes@sch

neider-electric.com  

SODA Service-oriented 

device and delivery 

The SODA project focuses 

on building a complete 

service-oriented ecosystem 

that can be used 

throughout an application’s 

life cycle. It is building on 

the foundations laid by the 

groundbreaking ITEA 

SIRENA framework for 

high-level device 

communications that 

exploits service-oriented 

architecture (SOA).  

francois2.jammes@sch

neider-electric.com 
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Key companies in the general SOA field 

The SOA was initiated and is driven mainly by the global IT players such as Microsoft, IBM, Sun, BEA, SAP 

and Oracle under the umbrella of W3C.  

OASIS (http://www.oasis-open.org) is the relevant organisation collecting active players in the scope of 

service oriented architecture. OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information 

Standards) is a not-for-profit, international consortium that drives the development, convergence, and 

adoption of e-business standards. The consortium produces more Web services standards than any other 

organization along with standards for security, e-business, and standardization efforts in the public sector 

and for application-specific markets. Founded in 1993, OASIS has more than 5,000 participants representing 

over 600 organizations and individual members in 100 countries. 

3. Networked embedded Systems - A historical overvi ew  

In the ancient past, sensors were mainly read manually and data distributed from mouth to mouth, as 

rumours. In early times of industrialization, sensor data started to be communicated using pneumatic 

means. The large change of paradigm came with the introduction of sensors/actuators/systems with an 

electrical signal output. In the beginning, the electrical output was used to drive an analogue output device. 

Later on, with the introduction of digital electronics and computers, we started to have sensors and systems 

with data in digital form. Computers also allowed mass storage and advanced manipulation of data.   

This section will try to give a brief historical overview on the development of electrically connected and 

networked sensors, actuators and system control devices. Then the concept of connected and networked 

sensors, actuators and controllers will be discussed. Finally, the perspectives of Internet enabling of 

networked sensors, actuators and controllers will be considered more closely. 

Today, devices such as sensors and measuring instruments are widely used to provide information to people 

and to enable system operation. These devices have the capability to communicate data by either a display 

or some electronic data communication means. For a long time, most sensor communication schemes 

deployed were point-to-point communication like RS-232 [RS-232-2] [RS-232-1] or current loop. It can be 

noted that the RS-232 standard was published in the early 1960s.  

In the 1980s, instrumentation communication like the IEEE-488 standard [IEEE488] was developed. Later 

came the Fieldbus standard targeting sensors, actuators and instrumentation in industrial environments 

with tight real time requirements [Glanzer, IEC61158]. Other approaches were the ASi standard [ASI] 

targeting sensor communication and the IEEE 1451 standard [IEEE1451] [IEEE1451:2] targeting the 

conversion of low level communications like RS-232 and current loops to a bus structure. However, all these 

approaches make data available only to a few predetermined users.  

Based on these types of standards, we now see the evolution of virtual measuring and control environments. 

By adopting Internet technology, sensors and actuators thus become available to users worldwide. These 

ideas of Internet connected devices and sensors, coined ubiquitous computing, were pioneered within the 

computer and computer communication community by Marc Weiser [weiser-4] [weiser-2] [weiser-3] 

[weiser-1]. 
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Figure 13: Large server approach with many sensors attached to gateway using many different hardware 

layer communication and many different, often proprietary, software protocols. 

In the measurement and sensor community, we find examples of virtual measuring environments. Most 

often, these virtual environments make use of a large server to provide Internet access, as illustrated in 

Figure 13. Internet access is often implemented by connecting sensors, actuators or other devices to a base 

unit (large server) on which a gateway application is running that enables the device(s) to be visible on the 

Internet. Some examples of large server architectures in the literature are [Kang_Lee] [Bertocco] [Pianegiani] 

[Ferrero]. Current applications of such architectures are, for example, the measuring of medical quantities 

[Fraunhofer_BAN] [Mobihealth1] [Mobihealth2]. 

The large-server architecture suffers from the need to develop specific applications capable of 

communicating with the devices connected, e.g. the Mobihealth BANware [Mobihealth2]. Such a base unit is 

required to have the hardware communication capabilities enabling the device communication. 

To make sensors mobile in the large-server architecture it is possible to use suitable radio or optical 

communication. However, the access (radio or optical) infrastructure has to be built for the particular case. 

This will certainly hinder a rapid development of large-server based sensor network applications.   

Massively distributed systems is a well established research area in the realm of computer engineering and 

computer communication. Research results naturally apply to sensor networking, which has now become a 

research field of its own. Examples of interesting papers overviewing requirements and problems related to 

communication in sensor networks are [Nesset] [Rushby] [Estrin_2002]. Here we also find examples of 

sensor networking requiring less computational resources, e.g. the Time Triggered Architecture investigated 

in the car industry [Kucera] [ttp]. The, so far, most challenging and groundbreaking ideas on small device 

networking stem from the 'electronic dust' project from Berkeley [Dust-3] [Dust-2] [Dust_inc] which had its 

roots in the LWIM project at UCLA [LWIM_1996] [LWIM_1998] [LWIM_2002]. However, in all these cases 

the sensor networks utilize non-standard or proprietary protocols. Substantial work has been done on the 

networking problems related to massively distributed sensors, e.g. [Ganesan] [Bulusu_2002]. Power 

consumption issues are critical in the design of small networked sensor devices. There are a large number of 

papers targeting this field, e.g. [Mate] [picoradio]. Other interesting work is that on modular 

computers/networks using LEGO building blocks; see for example [LEGO_2000] [LEGO_2004].     

Many commercial actors projected that most, if not all, sensors and measuring devices will be given the 

capability to act on their own as nodes in the public Internet [white_harbour]. Today we see M2M (Machine 

to Machine) as an early start of this scenario. More developed scenarios for distributed sensors connected to 

the Internet are already given in position documents and research at different places, examples are 

[ISTAG_1] [ISTAG_2].  
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Figure 14: Possible system structure with internet embedded in the devices 

This is achieved by embedding the Internet communication capabilities into the device itself, ref. Figure 14. 

Recent achievements in the direction of Embedded Internet Systems (EIS) can be found in 

[Delsing_IMTC2000] [Ostmark_IMTC2003] [Delsing-CE2003] [Delsing_ITCon_2004] [Eliasson_2006] 

[Lindgren_2006] [Ostmark_2006]. White papers from market research institutes predict similar 

developments, particularly in the machine to machine (M2M) business [white_harbour]. The EIS architecture 

provides new means to distribute data to users worldwide. In turn, this may lead to new applications and 

ways of doing business. Of course, this will also give rise to new problems; technical, legal as well society 

oriented. 

4. Engineering of distributed systems  

4.1. Control level application engineering  

4.1.1. Introduction 

In 1993, a standard for logic programming called IEC 61131-3 was released with the objective of 

standardizing logic elements for industrial automation (Lewis 1996). This standard has been widely accepted 

and used in industry. Recently manufacturing trends such as flexible manufacturing facilities and shorter 

product lifecycles have led to a heightened demand for reconfigurable automation systems  and the 

manufacturing paradigm is changing from mass production to agile manufacturing” (Johnson 2006). Logic 

control code must now not only be well structured but must also be easily modifiable to accommodate 

changes in manufacturing plant configuration with minimal downtime. This, together with the availability 

of more powerful processors, has spurred the development of new methods and tools to support the 

specification, design, implementation, verification for automation control systems. 

Despite the fact that the IEC 61131-3 standard cannot be applied to distributed systems, the application tools 

used for the distributed systems can encapsulate a number of components utilizing IEC 61131-3 compatible 

design.  

Since contemporary industrial control systems require each machine tool builder to write logic control code, 

it is not surprising that a lack of consistency and reliability is pervasive.  Currently the most effective 

strategy in use is the definition and specification of structured programming techniques, however the 

training and policing associated with the specification requires significant resources and commitment from 
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the responsible engineering department.  Improved reliability and consistency of logic control code has the 

potential to significantly improve launch and production costs. 

4.1.2. Control Logic Programming and Design Techniq ues Currently Used in Industry  

In this section, contemporary logic programming languages and logic templates used in manufacturing 

industry are briefly discussed.  The aim is to introduce current practices and identify gaps that need to be 

filled in the automation system development strategy. 

IEC 61131 Standardisation and formalism for PLC pro gramming 

Programmable logic controllers (PLC) are widely used for control in manufacturing automation. 

Traditionally, the controller is programmed using ladder logic, a graphic language evolved from electrical 

wiring diagrams used for describing relay control schemes. Ladder logic has been widely adopted by PLC 

manufacturers to program these control systems. However, the use of ladder logic has its disadvantages – 

notably, lack of modularity making reuse difficult, complex programming structure that is difficult to 

comprehend, and the reliance on experienced programmers to develop the control system (Lewis 1996). 

Moreover, as each manufacturer implemented their own variants to the ladder logic language, program 

codes are not compatible across different controllers. The control behaviour of the system programmed 

using ladder logic is also not easily understandable by a wide range of industrial personnel. 

A number of programming methods have been proposed to make control systems easier to programme and 

comprehend with visual programming languages typically based on Petri Nets (Klein 2002, 2003 – Park 1999 

) and Grafcet (David 1995). These methods attempt to allow the control behaviour of the system to be 

defined using a high-level, graphical form. Typically, ladder logic programs are then generated from the 

graphical definition to be downloaded to PLCs. However, these approaches rely on the capability of code 

generators to translate the graphical definition into a proprietary low-level programming language for the 

respective PLCs. In this context, portability cannot be achieved (Frey 2002). 

The IEC 61131-3 standard programming languages for PLCs attempts to provide an open, vendor-

independent, consistent and structured approach to the development of control software. The standard 

enables algorithms to be written in any of the five languages defined within the scope of the standard as 

illustrated in Table 1 and packaged as reusable software function-blocks. Function blocks have well-defined 

interfaces with input and output parameters so that they can be readily interconnected.  

Table 1: IEC 61131-3 programming languages 

Sequential Function Chart (SFC) 

Clamp

Start

Ready

N Servo Ready

S Clamp

 

Structured text (ST) IF A > B THEN
C:= 1;

ELSE
C:= 0;

ENDIF;

 

Function block diagram (FB) 
ON

AND
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Ladder diagram (LD) 
( )

SW1 SW2 Start

SW3

 

Instruction list (IL) LD A
ADD  B
MUL( A
SUB  B
)

 

 

 

In addition to ladder logic the Instruction List language and the Function Block diagram language is widely 

used. There are three main paradigms dealing with control system structure using function blocks as shown 

in Figure 15. 

The classical system structure is the central control with a function block implementation typically written in 

an IEC 61131-3 languages using central and/or remote I/O modules e.g. on a fieldbus.  The typical modules 

are simple devices or devices with an interface like simple devices.  To address the I/O data the application 

program uses the directly represented I/O variables, which are defined in IEC 61131-3 as e.g. I1.1 or Q2.3. 

An increasing number of systems make use of a decentralised control structure with intelligent field devices 

connected by a fieldbus. Here the proxy function block concept applies with specific function blocks in the 

“central” PLC application program representing the functionality of the devices and realizing the implicit 

communication to the device over the fieldbus.  In this case the devices are addressed by the input and 

output variables of the proxy function blocks.  The application program with the function blocks in the 

controller is programmed “centrally” scheduled according to IEC 61131-3 or IEC 61804. 

A new paradigm is the distributed control structure with function blocks distributed over networks, which 

communicate directly as defined in IEC 61499.  In this case the application program is distributed in the 

devices and the controllers (if any).  In contrast to the proxy concept of the decentralised structure, here the 

function blocks need a system wide scheduling or an event driven mechanism for their invocation. 
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Decentralised control with
Proxy function block implementation

using decentral field devices
(intelligent field devices)

Central control with
Function block implementation

using central I/O and/or remote I/O
(Simple I/O devices)

Distributed control with
distributed function block implementation

using function block devices

- IEC 61131 function blocks

- 4-20mA technology

- fieldbus based data interface

- IEC 61131/IEC 61804 function
blocks

-fieldbus based function block 
interace (proxy)

- device driver technology (proxy)

-Master/Slave 

- IEC 61499/IEC 61804 function
blocks

- event driven or system scheduling

 

Figure 15: Function block application program in control system structure paradigms 

IEC 61499 

This is a newer standard defining a methodology for describing distributed function blocks. Using these 

function blocks gives the advantages associated with object-oriented software programming. In particular, 

they are stable, simple, reusable, and reflect the real world. These provide benefits to the control 

programmer, namely reduced development time and more consistent control code. 

The principle of software encapsulation and information hiding is extended into a new IEC 61499 standard 

for distributed industrial-process measurement and control systems (IPMCS) (IEC 2000). However, a 

limitation of IEC 61499 is that there is no provision for inheritance (Lewis 2001). The IEC 61499 standard 

does however provide models and concepts for the definition, distribution and interconnection of function 

block into interconnected function blocks spanning distributed control systems (Lewis 2001). The 

development process can be summarised into three independent phases:  

• function block development,  

• system development – composing the system using function blocks and then interconnecting them 

together, 

• One of the new and main characteristics of IEC 61499 is the separation of the data and control flow. This 

means, that the design of the function block application network need two steps, the input/output 

connection of data and the input/output connection of events. The event flow defines the execution order 

of the function block algorithms which can be distributed.  This is a paradigm shift from the strongly 

cyclic scheduled classical PLC execution control to an execution order which is purely event driven.  The 

data and event flow together can be seen as messaging between function blocks.  

• system implementation – principally mapping of function blocks onto physical resources. 

An IEC61499 compliant system engineering tool has been adopted by Vyatkin (Vyatkin 2003). This has been 

used to develop a prototype automation system consisting of three programmable controllers 

communicating on an Ethernet network (Vyatkin 2003, Cai 2003).  There are a number of other similar tools 

now emerging from both commercial and research bodies. 
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4.1.3. Natural Languages 

Natural languages such as the one used in the GE Fanuc State Logic product, is a worthy competitor against 

ladder logic. State Logic uses a natural language called English Control Language Programming Software 

(ECLiPS). The key feature of natural languages is the ability to program in the user’s own natural language, 

made possible through Natural Program Language Processing (NPLP) technology. This reduces the learning 

curve for logic programming, which in turn decreases program development and modification time. A study 

by Wright showed that ECLiPS “produced a savings of 71.5% in mean program development times for 

novice PLC programmers” compared against a ladder logic language (Write 1998). 

4.1.4. Flowcharts 

Flowchart programming enables the integration of effective and maintainable diagnostics into an application 

programming system. Such diagnostics could be implemented with ladder logic, but with great difficulty, 

because the additional rungs required for diagnostics greatly increase the development time and scan time 

of the logic. In addition, only a trained ladder logic programming specialist can interpret such diagnostic 

logic.” (Entivity 2002) Flowchart programming is very intuitive for diagnostics programming, which is 

important for reducing downtime. This is because of the inherent structure of flowcharts, where every 

decision element is a possible location for diagnostics (Nematron, 2000). 

4.1.5. Template-Based Design Methods 

A number of design templates have been developed for use in the Automotive Industry in particular.  The 

most widely used vendor independent structure is the Error Dynamic Diagnostic Indicator (EDDI) system.  

The structure was originally developed by Ford Controls Engineers in Dagenham, UK, although it now used 

widely across the industry, and has been rewritten, enhanced and renamed a number of times; however the 

same basic concept remains essentially unchanged. 

Prior to the introduction of EDDI, the control logic for sequential control and diagnostics were treated as 

separate tasks.  EDDI integrates the task of controlling the sequence of operations and displaying the fault 

conditions of a machine into a single event or piece of code.  The result is that the machine diagnostics are 

accurate from the very start and remain aligned throughout the machines lifecycle.  The most recent version 

of EDDI is known as STEPS and consists of a control logic framework made up of sequential function charts, 

ladder logic code and function blocks. 

Some form of template structure is used by the majority of machine tool and equipment suppliers, with the 

principal advantages being reduced development time (less code to write), standardisation of logic code 

within their organization and shorter commissioning time (through the application of tried and tested code).  

Unfortunately unless a program is sourced to a single supplier the end user must cope with a number of 

different code structures within their facility (Hills 2006). 

4.1.6. Service based control application design 

The service based control application design is an upcoming paradigm. It does not focus on the design of the 

measurement, actuation and control algorithms in detail but on the coordination control of predefined 

mechatronic or info-mechatronic components. These components are combined in the way the plant or 

machines have to be built. The control parts of the components are combined in the same way and build 

loosely coupled control systems. The components exchange services with commands and data for example 

measurement, actuation, control and diagnosis data.   

As described above IEC 61499 has enabled the design of applications defining messages (events and data) 

between function block (enabling the encapsulation of the behaviour of well defined functional parts of the 

system).  

Research projects like SIRENA and research work at universities (Del 2006) has started to apply service 

oriented architectures to the automation domain and lay the foundations of this technology.  This work 
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shows the applicability of the paradigm to this domain although an entire application engineering method 

has yet to be defined.  

4.2. Business application engineering  

Business processes are the nerves of any enterprise. Their quality and efficiency have a decisive effect on 

turnover and profit, and in turn also on the enduring success of the company, regardless of its size or 

industry it operates in. To obtain a long-term advantage, a company must deliver its products and services 

to customers faster than competitors and can respond with flexible business processes to changing market 

requirements. 

In this context, enterprise computing is undergoing a major shift. The companies’ value network has 

extended to include a broader set of participants, driving the need to increasingly integrate customers, 

suppliers, partners, and systems. Dynamic new market forces are compelling to take action and make 

decisions faster. At the same time IT organization is seeking to lower the total cost of ownership of IT 

systems and to leverage existing investments while mastering heterogeneous system landscape. 

These forces have shaped the requirements for new business solutions. Organizations need business 

processes that are more flexible and extensible. They also need solutions that fully integrate people, 

information, and business processes – and that have the lowest possible total cost of ownership. 

The process of developing business solutions for this environment goes requires high precision, efficiency 

and optimal outcome. Software life-cycle management provides comprehensive technology for managing all 

the stages of this process: design, development, testing, and deployment. 

4.2.1. Design 

Modern Business Software is designed following the principle of service-oriented architecture (SOA). 

Enterprise Services Architecture is also a blueprint for complete business integration. Regardless of the 

functional or technical barriers and isolated applications that may have grown up over time in companies, 

Enterprise Services Architecture brings back flexibility, allowing the design of complete solutions that span 

all people who participate in value chain, all information that is relevant, and all systems that are involved 

for each business process or problem. This means that workers needs for business processes are driven by 

collaborative, knowledge-based, and team-based processes rather than by isolated applications. 

The most basic building blocks of business applications are business objects (BOs). A business object is a data 

structure that represents a real-world item or concept, like an invoice, a customer, the address of a supplier, 

or a production line. The first layer of services used in enterprise software offers simple operations on 

business objects. Out of the simple services, more complex services are built. On the highest level of 

composition, coarse-grained enterprise services are exposed that completely encapsulate complex operations 

like the processing of a goods receipt, which may create or update thousands of BOs of various types. 

Services in the enterprise domain are mostly implemented as web services. The advantage of web services 

lies in their technical interoperability. Any web service client can access any web service if the description of 

the web service in WDSL format is available. Many implementations of web service clients and servers exist. 

They vary in the underlying operating system and programming language without breaking mutual 

compatibility. However, although web services eliminate the needs for technically integrating each pair of 

applications that needs to communicate, they do not solve the problem of semantic interoperability. The 

applications providing and consuming web services need to have a common understanding about the 

following points. 

• The meaning of the data that is exchanged 

• How that data is packaged within messages, 

• Which sequences of message types are allowed. 
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Those challenges can be met most easily, if the consuming and providing applications refer to a common 

service repository. Such a repository would not only contain the technical interfaces of each service, but also 

a semantic annotation of the data types used in the interface that is subject to a common ontology. 

The semantically enriched services are then used as building blocks for business processes, the highest level 

of abstraction used in today’s business applications.  A business process defines a sequence of service 

invocations that lead to a business goal. Since some of the messaging interactions between services require 

user interaction, business processes can also express workflows.  

A business process can involve several business partners. E. g. the process of ordering some goods until their 

successful delivery (including a request for quotation, a quotation, the order itself, an advance shipping 

notification and a notification of the goods receipt) can be expressed as a business process. With the business 

process execution language (BPEL), a standard language for specifying business processes in a machine-

readable way is available. It expresses all aspects of the business process like involved parties, messages, 

sequences, and error compensation in an XML format described in an XML schema definition. 

The linkage between the design and development phase is a well defined system specification. There are 

several standards for specifying systems and components interactions. One of these standards is UML which 

is largely used. 

4.2.2. Development 

Any application development project includes tasks that go far beyond just writing application code. 

Inevitably across the life cycle of application — from setting up the development environment, to managing 

software delivery issues, to maintaining the application after deployment — the larger the project, the more 

developers need an IDE that can support them in those “housekeeping” tasks. 

One of the key methodologies that are applied in order to provide a concise view of the development status 

to all the developers is the usage of source code control systems. A source code control system based on 

distributed versioning enables controlled source delivery between different locations and allows conflict 

resolution between clients’ modifications. These systems handle file versioning to ensure that all developers 

are working on the same set of code. They store all kinds of files used at design time. From client-side 

interface, developers can access the local file system to check in and check out files, compare versions and 

merge conflicting files. 

For industrial software development this is a highly important procedure that must be carefully used to 

guarantee a high quality system development. Some of these systems also indicate the author of each block 

of code, which is a practice that increases the efficiency of solving any issues encountered in the code. 

Software that fails to meet defined standards of quality can have untold consequences for users and 

developers alike. For instance, an application is build, however nobody can install it because the 

documentation is incomplete, and the process is error-prone and poorly tested. Or consider a program that 

just crawls along on the production system, although it always performed well in the development 

environment. Understandably, users will flatly refuse to work with the application for well-grounded 

productivity reasons. Of course, experts can be called to run some performance tests, examine the trace files, 

and try to identify the bottlenecks. But correcting defects in this late phase on the production system is 

significantly more expensive than doing so early on in the design or development phase.  

To reach and sustain a high level of quality, developers and quality managers must know precisely how 

closely their programs adhere to the relevant standards. Some standards, such as functional correctness, are 

relevant for every application or product, while others apply only to a subset. Clearly, usability is important 

only for programs that have a user interface. Accessibility, security, and performance also come to mind, as 

well as among many other characteristics the existence of an adequate user manual, support for upgrades, or 

the ability to perform data archiving. 
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4.2.3. Testing 

Aside from design and code reviews, the most efficient technique for controlling program quality is testing. 

While not always possible, it is desirable to use automated tests to evaluate adherence to standards. It is 

necessary to distinguish between dynamic and static tests. In a dynamic test, the program or scenario to be 

tested is executed and some test data is processed. In a static test, the quality of an object is evaluated from 

its static definition. For example, you might try to determine program quality by analyzing the static code. 

To perform dynamic tests, one methodology is to create test cases and test data, execute the tests, and 

evaluate the results from the tracing tools. The advantage of dynamic tests is that nearly all detected 

problems will be relevant. But it is only possible to locate a defect if the critical code path containing the 

defect is part of a test case and will be executed. It is possible to approach, although never reach, complete 

coverage of all possible code paths by extending the number of test cases — thereby increasing the cost, 

however. Even if abundant test cases are performed, the occurrence of a defect may also depend on a data 

constellation that was never considered.  

It is possible to compensate for some of these drawbacks by using static analysis during the development 

process. As static tests are often easier to automate than dynamic tests, they can also decrease testing costs. 

Static checks can be compared to expert systems that extend the normal syntax check. The knowledge that is 

gained from program analysis leads to the development of static checks.  

Good candidates for static checks include naming conventions, layout style guides, and other simple 

programming standards that are tightly associated with the static code. To some extent, it is also possible to 

use static checks to look for the use of statements related to system stability and security, such as data base 

hints or expressions that manipulate programs. 

In contrast, program performance strongly depends on the dynamically executed code and the processed 

data. Performance is not normally a problem on the development system, where adequate test data rarely 

exists, but it can quickly become one in the production system. Fortunately, it is possible to make some 

assumptions about program performance based on static analysis. For example, by analyzing both the 

source code and the data dictionary definition, you can determine whether an Open SQL statement might 

become a performance bottleneck because of a badly coded WHERE clause or missing database index. 

Static checks have some shortcomings of their own. In many cases, static checks only refer to the possibility 

of problems that a statement might pose. These problems may never occur because:  

• The statement will never be executed. Or, it will only be executed very infrequently or under 

extraordinary circumstances, so it will never be a problem on a production system.  

• The statement will never be executed with critical data. In the example just discussed, if the database 

table contains only a few entries, even in the production system, a full table scan would have no impact.  

A static check can rarely judge the relevancy of a piece of code. Nor can the check foresee what data a 

program will process on a production system. Clearly, the success of a static check relies upon a sapient 

developer reviewing the check results to decide whether a potential problem could evolve into a real one.  

The best approach is a combination of static and dynamic tests for best results. For example, the SAP product 

has a defined set of performance standards. To monitor compliance with these standards, we would use a 

combination of the following tests:  

• Static performance checks for all objects.  

• Dynamic checks with Runtime Analysis and Performance Trace for the most important scenarios.  

4.2.4. Deployment 

A good practice to guarantee a successful migration of developed code to the production system in an 

industrial software development is the separation the systems into three: 

• Development system 
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• Testing system 

• Production system 

In the development system software programmers constantly modify the code according to the specification. 

It is the system that is actually used to perform the major part of the code development and it is expected to 

not work fully given that it is a system that contains code that is a work in progress. 

Once the code is considered ready it is migrated to a testing system. In this system the software will be 

examined to encounter any possible errors that were not found during the development phase. The tests are 

focused on finding performance bottlenecks, simulate the production system requests and expected results 

to analyze if the system is in accordance with the specification. 

Finally after the code has been tested and approved it is migrated to the production system where it will be 

used within business processes. The code that is delivered to such system must be highly reliable given that 

any problems encountered may result in great losses to companies. 

4.2.5. Example: SAP NetWeaver 

Solving the integration problem is not simply a matter of technology. It is also a business challenge, because 

new market dynamics demand that business solutions be adaptable. Enterprise Services Architecture is the 

blueprint that enables flexible and extensible business solutions, such as SAP xApps composite applications. 

SAP NetWeaver is the engine that drives solutions based on Enterprise Services Architecture and is the 

foundation for the SAP xApps portfolio. 

SAP NetWeaver is a web-based, open integration and application platform that serves as the foundation for 

enterprise service-oriented architecture (enterprise SOA) and allows the integration and alignment of people, 

information, and business processes across business and technology boundaries. It utilizes open standards to 

enable integration with information and applications from almost any source or technology. SAP NetWeaver 

is the foundation of SAP xApps and mySAP Business Suite solutions, and also powers partner solutions and 

customer custom-built applications. 

The central component of SAP NetWeaver is SAP Web Application Server. It supports development of 

applications using ABAP, SAP’s business-oriented programming language, or Java. It can be configured to 

support one of the options or both. The Java part is fully compatible to Java EE 5 and is programmed via an 

integrated development environment (IDE) called SAP NetWeaver Developer Studio. It allows developing 

and running distributed multi-tier Java applications based on components that use managed persistence of 

data and easy creation of web services. A previous version supporting the J2EE standard is also available. 

NetWeaver includes these packages: 

• SAP NetWeaver Business Intelligence: real-time data analysis with data from various sources to support 

business decisions 

• SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure: information broker component that can connect the SAP 

system with third-party data source and legacy application 

• SAP NetWeaver Master Data Management: ensures cross-system data consistency and helps integrate 

business processes across the extended value chain 

• SAP NetWeaver Mobile: provides a platform for running SAP application on mobile, occasionally 

connected devices like PDAs, mobile phones, etc. 

• SAP NetWeaver Portal: unifies information and applications to give users role-based views on 

information resources that span the enterprise  

• SAP Auto-ID Infrastructure: a component to integrate automated sensing devices including RFID 

readers and printers, Bluetooth devices, embedded systems, and bar-code devices 

Future versions of SAP applications, especially those targeted at the market of small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) will follow  
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SAP NetWeaver is fully interoperable and extensible with IBM WebSphere and with Microsoft .NET. The 

interoperation occurs on the levels of people, information, and business processes. SAP, IBM and Microsoft 

cooperate in the development strategies, field engagements, and competency and support centres.  

4.3. Communication network engineering  

Communication network engineering is part of the methodology of a distributed automation system, and in 

particular part of the activities Planning, Configuration and Commissioning, see VAN Engineering Process 

as an ideal example for the engineering of a distributed automation system which based on a heterogeneous 

communication infrastructure [VAN 06].  

There are in principle two different classes of information exchange between system components in terms of 

communication network engineering. The information exchange between engineering tools and the 

information exchange between engineering tools and the devices which communication each other during 

operation. The engineering tools exchange data mostly during the planning phase in the sense of this 

chapter. This means that description data of communication topology, communication technology attributes 

and devices attributes and parameters are exchanged. During configuration and commissioning the 

planning and configuration results in terms of configuration data have to be loaded to the devices. The 

following sub chapter describes the activities of the engineering phases and emphasis possible information 

exchange methods. In the second sub chapter a practical example for the engineering of communication 

infrastructure based on PROFINET’s Component Based Automation (CBA) approach will be presented. 

Basis for CBA is IEC 61499 (please refer to section 4.1.2 of this document) which defines a standard for 

function block based development of industrial-process measurement and control systems.  

4.3.1. Activities  

In the Planning activity the automation devices and network technologies of the automation system are 

chosen. Engineering tools are used to describe and to define the network technologies as well as devices to 

be used in the automation system. In this step data exchange between different engineering tools and also 

external CAD tools may be required which could be done by TCI (Tool Calling Interface). TCI is 

manufacturer-independent and allows dynamic parameters to be loaded to PROFIBUS and PROFINET 

devices without having to exit the automation-system engineering tool. The TCI interface is the favourite 

technology for tool interfaces in the VAN EU IP. Other possible solutions such as common data bases, APIs, 

import/export files or web-services are also possible. Except OPC UA the typical automation engineering 

tools do not use web-services for the data exchange. Manufacturer specific interface are most frequently 

used.   

Prerequisites for planning phase are the results of the activity modelling and a catalogue containing the 

desired automation device as well as network devices.  

The defined automation functionality has to be combined to automation specific domains or automation 

specific sub-domains. This assignment is based on their task to perform together an application. All classes 

have to be assigned and the engineer has to check additionally, if the defined automation specific domains / 

sub-domains are appropriate. This step is essential for the whole engineering activities.  

If a network segment is predefined depending on customer requirements, devices have to be assigned to the 

automation functionality. This implies an allocation to the right domain / sub-domain. The devices have to 

be assigned only to the right segment.  

If no requirements are defined, identification of connections between components must be started first. 

Thereby the crossing of borders between different technologies must also be considered. After this, the 

selection of devices and the assignment to these domains / sub-domains and to the right segment is the next 

task of this phase. Finally, all assignments must be stored in a project data base. It is necessary to combine 

selected data to a special view of the automation system for example functional view, device view and a 

network view. Additionally it can be necessary to provide specific combination of information of objects of 
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different views such as segment information (MAC address, IP address), access information, names and 

functional component interface variables.  

The results of a planning activity are the assignment of defined function components to automation 

components. Thereby the network topology for the plant, the hierarchy of automation specific domains / 

sub-domains is also defined. Additional following issues must be defined within planning activity:  

• communication relations between function components (source, destination, data type, cyclic, acyclic…) 

and the resulting relations between automation devices,  

• selected communication technologies (e.g. fieldbus type) and properties (e.g. baud rate),  

• list of all devices (type of specific vendor),  

• automation domain names for all devices,  

• assignment of services to devices,  

• PLC program for components,  

• IP address ranges for DHCP server of routers for IP based networks, 

• Device addresses for regular field busses,  

• QoS: speed , safety, security, and  

• requirements for permissions (access control) for automation domains / sub-domains and devices.  

This approach is based on a strict separation of functional design and device implementation of the functions 

which allows a top-down-approach.  

In the following activity (Configuration), the network settings are made and the devices are configured and 

/ or programmed. The engineering tools can be used for configuration in offline mode based on the 

information provided by the device description.  

During examination and refinement of the workflow descriptions it turned out that programs for devices 

(especially PLCs) have to be available in the planning activity already, even if these programs can be 

adjusted and revised during the configuration and commissioning phase.  

Based on the project data filled by modelling and planning activities, automation components can be 

selected and configured in parallel by different engineers with different engineering tools. This allows a 

distributed engineering by means of so-called automation engineering clients (AEC) which represents an 

entity of the automation specific network capabilities and a local or distributed set of engineering functions 

in order to engineer specific functions of the automation devices.  

If the automation component has been configured before and this configuration has to be adapted or 

extended then the AEC has to be used in order to read the old configuration from the corresponding project 

file.  

If the automation component is configured the first time for this automation system then the component 

type description has to be retrieved from the component catalogue of the project data.  

During the planning activities a device catalogue was used, which only provides information on the 

functionality and on the external parameters of a device. In contrast the device description includes the full 

information set, which is necessary for configuration of all internal and external parameters of a device. If 

the device description for a device of the selected automation component is not already available in the 

configuration data, then the file with the correct device description has to be located. Once the device 

description file is available, it is stored in the configuration data. The Benefit is the later reuse when either 

the same device is reconfigured or when the same device type is used in another automation component. 

After completion of the configuration for each device the corresponding AEC has to store the new or 

updated information in the configuration data. The configuration data is not saved in a central database but 

each AEC can use an independent repository. If the repository is controlled by a version management tool 

then the selected component should be checked-in again during this activity.  
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The Results of Configuration are stored in configuration data containing all the information, necessary to 

make the settings for each device in the automation system. This includes the device description, the 

automation device name for identification of the entity, parameter names according to the device description 

and values for the parameters.  

Configuration of the fieldbusses and communication networks is defined by corresponding parameters of 

the devices, which are controlling the network segment and which are connected to the network segment. 

Also services, like DHCP or Plug-and-Play manager, are configured by corresponding parameters of the 

devices hosting these services.  

Usually the interfaces between the configuration tools and the network components and the devices to be 

configured are manufacturer specific. This means that a configuration tool can only be work with its related 

devices of a determined set of manufacturer. This is even true if the syntax and the semantic of the 

configuration data is defined in a standard. The VAN project defines a web service interface offered by the 

VAN enabled devices. This gives the opportunity to configure these communication components in a 

manufacturer independent way.    

A bottom-up approach is used, starting from the Commissioning of devices and automation components. 

To install the complete system all pre-configured and pre-assembled devices and subsystems are combined 

stepwise. The engineering tools are used in online mode, i.e. they are connected to the automation system. 

For each composition adjustment of the configuration parameters may be necessary. The diagnostic features 

of the engineering tools are used to identify and solve problems. The engineering tools are connected to the 

devices through the system’s network and / or via a direct link. 

From the top-level view of the automation system a domain / sub-domain is selected and the commissioning 

work will start on that part of the automation system. Next step is to get the configuration data for all 

automation components and devices in the sub-domain under consideration. This also includes the 

automation device names for all the devices in the sub-domain selected. Then, the assignment of a unique 

identifier or name to the device is an important step. This operation can be performed in different ways:  

• by direct physical connection to the device or  

• by connecting the Automation Engineering Client to the network segment and starting a discovery of 

the devices connected to them.  

A connection to the device has to be established and the corresponding configuration data is downloaded to 

the device itself. The industrial communication systems standardize the configuration services of the 

devices. This is necessary to ensure, that networks with devices of different manufacturer can work at the 

same network and are interoperable. The communication services have a well defined syntax and semantic 

structure of its service parameters. The services data are transferred using so called protocol data units 

(PDU) what are binary strings of mixed commands, data and management and safety/security information. 

The physically connection of all devices within the sub-domain and the setting of all parameters correlated 

to the communication between the individual devices are the next logical step. After the positive result of the 

testing phase it is necessary to join this sub-domain with all the sub-domains previously commissioned. 

After evaluation and commissioning of the selected domain is finished, it is necessary to interconnect this 

domain with all the domains previously commissioned.  

The output of commissioning is the final automation system ready for the production phase. After the 

commissioning phase all the adjustments on the configuration data required to make the system operative 

are made, and the testing of every single part of the overall system is done. There isn’t a specific data output 

but a refinement of the existing configuration data.  

For the engineering of distributed automation systems, and in particular for the engineering of 

communication networks there exist several industrial and academic tools, partly based on IEC 61499.  
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4.3.2. Example: Siemens iMAP  

As one of prominent supplier of engineering tools for distributed systems, Siemens provides the iMAP tool 

[iMAP 06] which is based on Component based Automation (CBA). CBA as part of Totally Integrated 

Automation (TIA) is an automation concept based on the IEC 61499 standard for developing modular, 

industrial-process measurement and control systems. It allows a distributed automation package to be 

created using off-the-shelf components and partial solutions. This concept meets the demand for increased 

modularization in the field of plant and machine construction by extensively distributing the intelligent 

processing required.  

Component based Automation allows complete technological modules to be used as standardized 

automation components – known as PROFINET components – in large-scale plants. Component based 

Automation is implemented by using the PROFINET standard for programmable controllers and through 

the use of suitable engineering tools, such as SIMATIC iMAP.  

The control software can be programmed either in a language regarding to IEC 61131-3 or in a proprietary 

language subjected to the manufacturer of the specific component. The engineering tool for the connection of 

the modules is the SIMATIC iMAP V3.0. This tool joins distributed applications together to form an 

integrated automation solution. Once the control logic is programmed in the devices and the software 

components are created for each PROFINET component they can be interconnected graphically on the screen 

by dragging lines on iMAP’s graphical interface, without programming the communication functionality 

manually. Thus the communication links over the bus are implicitly projected. iMAP provides a 

technological view over the entire system Figure 16. The following engineering steps are necessary within 

PROFINET CBA:  

• The programming, configuration and parameterisation of a device. This step is managed with vendor 

specific engineering tools and is not part of iMAP.  

• Component Creation, i.e. wrapping the engineering data into a component.  

• The general interchange format for the component description is a XML file and optional data formats, 

i.e. COM DLLs or private data.  

• After the components are created, they will be used in the PROFINET engineering tool: Installation and 

engineering of the communication (iMAP).  

• Downloading of the engineering data into PROFINET devices.  

 

 

Figure 16: iMAP Tool from Siemens  
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The graphical editor SIMATIC iMAP for PROFINET enables the project engineer to pick automation objects 

from a library and places them in his chart on the screen. Then the object types obtain their project specific 

names and become instances.  
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4.4. Overall System Engineering 

4.4.1. Introduction 

A number of system modelling and logic design environments are now emerging with the potential to not 

only automatically generate control logic software but to allow the support of multiple aspects of the 

complete systems engineering life cycle. Such tools promise to enable higher level design, improved reuse of 

control logic applications and the possibility to visualise applications in a virtual environment.  They also 

have the potential of supporting distributed control system configurations. This section reviews two of the 

leading tool suites in this category; Enterprise Controls from Rockwell Automation and Tecnomatix eM-

PLC/Engineer from UGS.  Another new alternative to these products, Simatic Automation Designer from 

Siemens and Delmia Automation are also briefly reviewed. 

4.4.2. Siemens – Simatic Automation Designer  

Siemens claim that Simatic Automation Designer creates the prerequisites for Digital Engineering within the 

scope of the Digital Factory – from transfer of the planning phase data, through configuring of the 

automation solution, right up to use during live operations.  The seamless transition from the Digital Factory 

to the actual plant through  the use of a holistic engineering approach  sets new standards in the automation 

of   mechanical equipment manufacture and   plant construction (Siemens 2002). 

Simatic Automation Designer is oriented around the support of functional modules which can be described 

generically and committed to a library for subsequent reuse in individual projects. The system uses a 

concept of reusable resource templates for virtual components.  A workbench is provided and templates can 

be instantiated, parameterized etc. The concept of Ports (input and output) is supported to enable these 

components (generic blocks of functionality) to be linked together.  From these generic blocks, controller-

specific (S7 PLC) function blocks can be generated.  Additional target system specific functionality is added 

at this stage.  Currently 80% of the code is auto-generated but more will progressively be supported 

including mode control and HMI application code.   

4.4.3. Rockwell Automation – Enterprise Controls 

Enterprise Controls is a software package from Rockwell Automation designed to improve the efficiency of 

the logic generation process.  Automatic logic code and HMI generation is implemented by maintaining 

libraries of reusable control system building blocks, known as 'Assemblies'. These 'Assemblies' unite; process 

code, HMI, electrical hardware and diagnostics, allowing rapid assembly of an application. 

A detailed description of the Enterprise Controls logic development process is found in (Hajarnavis 2005). 

With Enterprise Controls running on a PC, the user creates software device templates which contain the 

functionality for operating a particular class of mechanisms. In a device template, the user specifies a 

collection of outputs (command behaviour) until an end condition (status behaviour) is reached.  The user 

also defines signals that cause static errors (e.g. emergency stop cases) and input conditions for outputting 

informative messages to give progress feedback during operation.  This enables good diagnostic capabilities 
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and messaging functions to help track faults while the system is running.  Enterprise Controls automatically 

generates a ladder logic file which can then be downloaded to an Allen-Bradley PLC. 

A sequence of operations is created, calling the actions previously defined by the programmer. Each 

sequence consists of a set of cells, where device operations can be called from within a cell, and an end 

condition (defined in the device template) causes the sequence to drop to the next cell. 

The power of Enterprise Controls lies in the ability to pre-define and test a library of device templates. As 

long as the library is well maintained, a high degree of reuse can be achieved and only device templates for 

new mechanisms will be required as the system is modified. 

The Process section of Figure 17 identifies the four steps from visualization of the machine modules, 

definition of the process, code generation and logic code testing.  The 'Engineering Tools' portion of the 

figure relates the Rockwell Engineering tools to the 'Process' followed and the principal 'Activity' carried out 

at each stage of the development cycle. 
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Figure 17: Development Cycle – Enterprise Controls Integration 

4.4.4. UGS – Tecnomatix 

eM-Engineer and eM-PLC are applications from Tecnomatix that enable specification of a machine and 

related control system configuration, the generation of logic code and also the provision of a simulation 

environment for control verification (eMPLC 2005).  Claimed benefits for the approach adopted are that it: 

• Allows mechanical design and control departments to work concurrently by sharing manufacturing 

information  

• Proves the feasibility of the production cell and its time cycle  

• Increases the speed, consistency and reliability of design processes  

• Catches logic errors well before ramp-up  

Control 
System 
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• Cuts time and cost by creating shop-floor documentation off line  

• Visualizes and optimizes functionality and behaviour early in the production engineering phase  

• Evaluates control program changes on the virtual model instead of taking risks on the real equipment  

The workflow during the development from process visualisation through to logic code is depicted in Figure 

18.  This shows the activities performed by the user to create and test a typical logic program. The 

engineering tools used to perform the activities are listed, with arrows linking an activity to the engineering 

tool used for that activity. Finally, the broader stages, or processes of logic development are listed, and each 

are linked to the engineering tools they use. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18: Development Cycle - Tecnomatix 

4.4.5. Delmia Automation 

DELMIA Automation offers a solution for control engineering and automation lifecycle management. 

Current tools enable programming of various Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs), and validation of this 

logic against a virtual machine, a cell, or an entire line and the performance analysis of these systems. The 

latest version of the Delmia Automation allows control departments to work in parallel and share 

information with mechanical and electrical departments earlier in the development process allowing 

optimization of engineering processes. Delmia Automation is built on top of Dassault's latest CAD 

application, CATIA v5.0, which is used by many leading European companies such as the PSA Group or 

Airbus Industry. Delmia Automation does not provide CAD capabilities (i.e. editing of 3D solids) but uses 

CATIA v5.0 designs. However it provides a sub set of the CAD assembly function which allows kinematics 

joints to be defined by constraining the degrees of freedom in assembly. In addition, the Delmia Automation 

package adds the ability to define system logic. The Delmia Automation Modules associated with the task of 

editing systems logic is called the CSM (Convergent System Modeller). The CSM provides several types of 

constructs allowing definition and management of libraries of re-usable logic blocks.. Delmia Automation 

provides several compilers which allow to export the defined system logic into various low level PLC 

formats. Compilers are provided for the main Control Vendors such as Omron, Rockwell, Schneider, and 

Siemens. 
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Delmia Automation can provide important benefits for distributed engineering if all partners adopt Delmia's 

solutions. For example, the PPR hub built around an oracle database enables the integrations of various 

application packages (e.g. CATIA CAD, Delmia Process Planning, Delmia Automation, Delmia Ergos etc) 

and partners who use Delmia solutions.  

4.4.6. Conclusions and Research Trends 

From an end-user perspective, the increasing use of highly automated, reconfigurable manufacturing 

systems is having a negative impact through the increasing complexity of control logic.  Currently structured 

programming specifications provide the most practical method of controlling complexity and standardizing 

the logic code (Lee 2006).  This approach however requires a significant engineering resource to train 

machine tool programmers and then 'police' the code that they write.  The use of template based design 

methods improves application conformity and aids diagnostics and reuse but such methods are becoming 

inadequate in the context of agile manufacturing (Hajarnavis  2005). 

Few commercial tools are available that cover the systems engineering development process from 

visualization through to the generated code and none are known to effectively support for distributed 

control systems.  Some academic research (Harrison, 05) does however point the way to new approaches to 

application definition where the control system is largely configured out of parameterisable modules rather 

than programmed in the conventional sense.  Such an approach is very suited to exploiting the inherent 

characteristics of the service-oriented paradigm for distributed embedded devices that SOCRADES adopts. 

Whilst control, business and indeed engineering systems do in fact share many common features they have 

traditionally almost always been developed separately in relative isolation from one another using very 

different approaches and underlying technologies.  This has led to inherently poor integration and difficulty 

in coping with change. 

The concept of combining components in loosely coupled systems is widely applicable and is now evident as 

a favoured approach in the best practise for business applications and to a lesser extent also in control and 

systems engineering -- although currently only in fragmented form.  The lack of a consistent approach across 

all aspects of this problem has inhibited progress to date. Service-oriented technology offers the promise to 

enable the creation of a unifying approach, not only to control and communications, but also to the business 

integration and overall lifecycle engineering aspects of embedded automation.  The requirement is to unite 

these aspects around a common service-oriented paradigm and associated infrastructure.  It should be noted 

however, that traditional control methods remain vitally important industrially and the IEC standards can 

be expected to continue to have a key role to play, particularly in the description and implementation of the 

internal behaviour of control devices within service-oriented system architectures. 
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